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By Jack Gregory, Editor "Public Enemy Number One." 
. ,The worsening economy hus Fm·d 3l:mounced that ;t waN 
produced depression condi, the duty of every American to 
tibns in tbe auto industry. eombat inflation, and urged 
Over 200,000 auto workers are that consumers exercise great, 
being laid off in December, restraint in spending. Togeth· 
and the slumping auto sales er with this, the J.<'ord Admin· 
picture indicates that mall>Y istration announced that H 
workers will not be recalled in would eut back government 
January. spending and launch a tight 

n en una cadena .. Auto, together with housing money policy intended to clii 
udi=ti1 que pareci6 construction, were the con· inflation by dampening /lcon· 
su fe en la clase sumer·oriented industries that omk activity. 

paced the post·wac bo"m. . Ford',; poliei"" have ,,/ready 
a oorera, l\foreno Housing has been in crisis reaped the whirlwind. By late 
)tros ex-guerrilleros straits for well over a year, October he was already "nder 
bajo la tutela de! and now auto has followed h",·sh "Uack by th" aU/A) 

staGOS Unidos) un suit. The plight of these industry. Chrysler chairman 
!m htinoamericane. sectors most sharply ilh16 . Lynn Townsend pinl!!ed tin<? 
ahara lre€ffiplazado trates the break·up of econom· blame for the auto slump on 
amasa ob:rer8 Y ic stability, lmd foreshadows the govewnmenCs anti·infl,, 
illeTos clandestin,~s what capitalism has iu ston~ tion policies, claiming thtlt 
adones de la tarea for the entire worldng ClUBS, if Ameri<,_ workers were unable 

grandes partidos its plans go unchallenged. to get credit for cal· loam, 
Ilenos de los anos .. U.S. capitalism has a b"eause of the tight money 
Edas, pera fuer-on choice. It can try to fight program, and that additional· 
que 1" clase obrenc infiatiml by dampell>ing the Iy, consumers we..e roUowinr{ 
~ rlllE~va linea tue economy, which wil.l send Fonl's advice and not buying 
ad de Ie tradicion unemployment skyrocketing. new eMS. 

0,. it can attempt to stimu\"t" . . This is true, b"t it is only 
:lacia Ia clese obrera Workers must force UAW to mobilize struggle against layoffs and ;"lIation. TOP: 7,500 demonstrate in the economy to fight unem prut ofthe story. Inflation has 
:ioRaclos -lideraWs- San. Diego_demanding joDs,,-LOWERLEET.:,UE memberspj~ket .GeJleral,!';lectric.plllDt in!\,!uncie, Indiana p)oyment. and recession, in jacked up the price of new cars 
,adz. a cabo dentro protesting simultaneous layoffs ""d forced overtirn.e. H)WER RIGHT: A Pittsburgll demonHtmtiolll. which c .. se inflat'ion threatens steadily over fhe Pillst two 
'ara poder genar 1a to reach astronomical levels. years. The spurt in auto sales 
es que estuvieron a But it cannot both slow last summer represented 

fines de los anos 
 i"flation and prev,,"lt the worReers trying to get in ,mder 

ferencias que tenia ,'ecession from deepening. So the wire by buying 197<;\ 
quierda. whatever it chooses, the work· models at the end of the 
habna atacado e! ers lose. season. Inflation has ''''oded 
~ntes reformistas al serted the PLO's aim: the a truncated Palestinian state. . . When Gerald Ford took buying power by cutting real. 

.Thr 
By Cliff Gordonen un frente unido creatton of a secular Palestin This is how Arafat and the office in August, he an· wages, and so workers are less 


t;o obrero. E1. PST The Arab summit confer ian state in which Moslems, other Arab leaders wish to sell !!HJ>unced that inflation was Cont'd. p. 4 

In los dirigentes ellCF1!i> Rabat, Morocco, and Christians and Jews could live the Palestinians to imperial

iticas para despues the appearance at the UN of in harmony. Hidaen under the ism. 

·tarian en un plano Yasir Arafat, head of the militant rhetoric was a state This proposal occurs pre

base propia en la Palestinian Liberation Organ ment that the PLO would cisely when the class struggle 

litica a la medida de ization (PLO) mark a new accept, as a "step" toward in Israel is boiling over in the INSI
lene-burguesas que phase in. the struggle in the their ultimate goal, the estab form of food riots, demonstra
.tas aprovechan y Mid-East. At Rabat, King lishment of a Palestinian state tions and strikes against 

Hussein conceded the PLO's consisting of the West Bank of inflation and other effects of 
right to represent the Pales the Jordan and the Gaza strip. the capitalist crisis, such as UMWRanksResistSelJdOIJt 2 
tinian people. With this ac In other words, Arafat and Israeli war debts. At·the same RU on State <JapitarlSm '9complished, Arafat visited the the other Arab leaders are time, the Palestinian masses 

nes ]Ii~~ulafes de! UN, where he was received prepared to make a deal with have intensified their struggle
iaptacion general a with the protocols normally the Israeli bourgeoisie. They in response to the change in Front for Bourgeoisie
tinte izquierdista. reserved for visiting heads of will try to head off the the relation of forces in their 

en en el PST sU 5state. aspirations of the Palestinian favor. Fight Chrysler'S Offensive 
a los refonnistas . At the UN, Arafat ceas- and Arab masses in return for Coned. p. II 
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On November 13, just one day after the United 
Mineworkers strike officially began; UMW Presi
dent· Arnold Miller announced that a tentative 
agreement between the union and the Bituminous 
Coal Operators had been reached. Although the 
public reports are by no means complete, the main 
outlines 01 the proposed pact are clear. 

The proposed settlement includes the Mine
workers' first cost of living escalator clause and sick 
pay provisions. It calls for an immediate 9 per cent 
wage increase with 3 per cent increases in 1975 and 
1976. Pensions for miners already retired will 
increase from the present $150 per month to $250 
per month by the third 'fear of the contraCt. Those 
retiring in the future will receive pensions of up to 
$400 per month. 

To pay for this, the mine owners will increase 
their royalty payments to the retirement fund from 
80 cents per ton to $1.55 per ton. There are to be 
four safety inspections per mine per year. And to 
sell the package there is a bonus of $80 per miner, 
which is supposed to overcome the wage-cutting toll 
taken by inflation over the past few years. 

MILLER HAILS OFFER 

The union bureaucrats and the coal operators 
have acclaimed the pact as record setting, involving 
an increase in wages and benefits of 49.9 per cent 

the bureaucrats' initial estimate. Miller 

t ill r 

Restive Pennsylvlhmd_oa C{IIru miners strike a da.y ahead 

ell- t 
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(This was 
has now jacked this up to 53 per cent). Compared to 
what the miners need it is pitiful. 

With inflation now at 12 per cent annually, the 
increases will not come close to catching up 
what has already been lost, nor will they 

provide protection for the future. To ensure this, 
there is a cap of 8 per cent on the cost of living 
formula. While the pension increase is substantial. 
it is still inadequate: nobody can live in dignity on 
$400 per month. The royalty payments themselves 
are a far cry from the $2.40 per ton that the miners 
demanded. and even this could not have built a 
large enough fund to really protect retiring miners. 
The four safety inspections is what is left of the 
union's demand for a full-time company-paid safety 
inspector at each mine. And although five days of 
paid sick leave may be a first step for the UMW, it 
is far behind what other organized workers have 
won. 

, IY'npl'1":il',VYest Virginia tries t'l l'ell the rottel! !lew; 
contract to the coal miners. 

hold hack the milit"!1cy of the UMW ranks. 

There were many things left out of the public 
accounts. There was no mention of any ,of the 
demands for a 30 hour week, for an end to 
compulsory overtime, for quadruple pay for holiday 
work. Miller obviously threw these And the 
demand for the right to strike and 
safety conditions was discarded. 

SELL,OUT_ 

It should be clear to militant workers that this 
lousy excuse for a settlement could have been 
reached without a strike. What is actually being 
"negotiated" by the bureaucrats and the industry 
representatives is not a contract for the miners buL 
what tactics to use to sell the miners down the river. 

This explains the charade that hus accompanied 
the whole negotiations. The settlenwnt itself came 
just a few days after Miller "dramatically" broke off 
negotiations in a cheap public relations stunt to 
show the ranks just how tough he is. The Wail 
Street Journal, which knows about these things, 
noted that the "union men (meaning the 
bureaucrats) worry that if a settlement gets to t.lw 
coal fields early next week, it may arrive hel'ore the 
miners have worked off ,the steam they've built up 
over the past year in anbcipation of a walkout." 

The murder of Sam Littlefield, a member of the 
38-person bargaining council who was shot during a 
holdnp in his hotel in Washington, gave Miller a 
convenient pretext to delay the vote on the Council. 
By doing this he hoped to head off a contract 
rejection movement. 

As of this writing, this maneuvering docs not 
appear to have accomplished much. On November 
20, the Bargainil,lg Council, which must approve 
the contract before it can be sent to the ranks for 
ratification, voted not to accept the pact. It did not, 
however, vote to reject it. Instead it voted to send 
Miller back to the bargaining table to renegotiate 
some parts of the agreement. It indicated that these 
parts were "minor," but Miller is now talking about 
basic issues such as wages, the right-to-strike 
elapse, and the pact's proposal to split the mi:\lers' 
tw?,week vaclI-tiop}ntoa summ~r wl'l~.\t janq ~,vvinter] ; 
week. 

The industry, for its part, atiirst indicated that it 
would be willing to "listen" to proposals to 

"rearrange"provisions in L1", contract as long as 
the total package was not incrcased. On November 
21, the BeOA spokesmen claimed that they would 
refuse Lo negot.iate further, while Miller, in West 
Virginia to build for the contract, stated 
that he had heen no such thing. 

The invisible man behind all these goings-on is 
the rank and file miner who has strong reelings 
about the pact. If the Bargaining Council is divided, 
as was rumored, then the ranks be dead 
against. Torn Shoemaker, Council representative 
from District 12 in Illinois, summed what are 
prohably the feelings of the rank and He said 
that he had snrveyed 200 miners and did not find 
one who was prepared to vote for the agreement. 
"Outside of the henefits for the pensions and the 
widows, the rest of it stinks. I think the miners will 
vote it down GO to I in Illinois." 

Despitt' its character the pact itself is a 
reflceLion of the of the miners. When the 
rest of t.he lahor movement, particularly the auto 
workers, is faced with mass layoffs, the miners 
forced the Coal Operators t.o come up with a pact 
til!] L a L least looked like something. 

STEEL jii'ORCED TO CLOSE 

Whil" the coal industry and the union 
bureaucrats fiddle around in their efforts to' trick 
the miners, the economy will suffer from the effects 
of the miners' strike. Steel companies have 
stretched out their coke-making cycle to conserve 
short supplies of coal and many have started to 
bank the coke-consuming furnaces. U.S. Steel, 
which is the worst hit, has already shut nine 
furnaces and is preparing to close eight more. If the 
strike goes beyond December 1, as is now alniest 
certain, U.S. Steel says it will have to close down 
entire plants. What is true for steel will be true for 
other sectors dependent on coal. The result will be 
further layoffs and a worsening of the",condition of 
the staggering economy. 

Business Week of November 23 cites a 
government .economist:s stateille~t ,that the _Ford, J 

Administna'tiQn iiI> anticipating. a i temporal)l addii 
tion of 0.3 per cent to the country's unemployment 
rate as a result of a relatively short mine strike. The 
industry, the government, and the capitalist press 
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wi.Jl-'Work overtime in order to convince the m~ners 
and the working class as a whole that the blame for 
the layoffs and the worsening economic situation 
lies with the miners. 

BLAME THE BOSSES 

Tlw blame for the general economic situation lies 
with capitalism and the capitalist class as a whole, 
The mineowners and their. labor lieutenants share 
the full blame for the strike and its effects: The 
miners, as allworke.rs_who produce the wealth of 
this country, deserve to get what they need. 

As we have seen, the mineowners are enjoying 
record profits. They can afford a lot more than they 
say. If the industry cannot afford the miners' 
demands, the mines should be nationalized and 

. placed under the control of the workers. There can 
be no solution to the economic.crisis by grinding the 

miners and the rest of 
the working class into 
the dirt. ' 

Up until now tne 
Federal Government 
has kept a low profile; 
Federal Mediation" 
and Conciliation Ser
vice chief Willie J. 
Usery, Jr., nas urged 
the Administration to 
hold off direct inter' 
vention for the time 
being. If the miners 
hold out for a better 
contract, as now 
seems likely, the 
pressure on them 

W.J. Usery, Jr. intervenes to 
''mediate'' coal dispute at the 
expense of the miners . 
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are therefore crucial to the capitalist schemes for. 

The race crisis in Boston has exposed the black 
community to the depradations of racist mobs 
Behind these and the other forces at work in B6sto~ 
stands the bourgeoisie. This class is seeking to 
pro,teet l~self from the effects of the capitalist crisis, 
and pa:tlcu~arly the threat of proletarian upsurge 
by pIttmg dIfferent sections of the working class at 
each other's throats. The Boston crisis shows us the 
bourgeoisie at work. And of necessity it poses in the 
sharpest form the contrast between the Marxist 
method of revolutionary socialism and bou~geois 
devices of centrism. 

To see this it is necessary to discuss the 
revolutionary approach to the crisis in Boston. This 
approach l;>egins with the Leninist-Trotskyist 
conception of the epoch of imperialist decay, an 
epoch in which capitalism has outlived its 
usefulness as a social system. In this epoch, 
capitalism fetters the productive ,;- forces and 
threatens mankind with ruination if the proletariat 
does not intervene with the socialist revolution. It is 
an epoch, as Trotskv wrote in the Transitional 
Program, "when, in' general. there can be no 
discClssion of systema tic social reforms and the 
raising of the masses' living standards." 

After over 30 years of imperialist war and deep 
economic crisis, capitalism after World War II 
entered a period of relative stabilization within the 
imperialist epoch. This period has now come to a 
close and the deep decay of capitalism is oozing to 
the surface. To save itseif and its rotting system, 
the capitalist class is unleashing aQ1assive assault 
on the living standards of the . "workers and 
oppressed masses throughout the world. The 
inflation and unemployment in the United States 
are just the tip of the iceberg. Famine, depression, 
racial pogroms, fascism and war are what 
c2pitalism has in store for the world's people unless 
the proletariat in alliance with the oppressed 
overthows capitalism and begins the construction 
of socialist society. 

DIVIDE AND RULE 

The classic bourgeois strategy to maintain its 
rule has been and still is "divide and rule." The 
workers have no wealth, no capital. All they have is 
their capacity to labor. their consciousness and their 
organization. If the workers can be kept divided, the 
bourgeoisie can maintain itself. Thus, the capital· 
ists will exert every effort to keep the workers 
divided along' national, regional, racial, sexual, 
occupational, etc. lines. Racism and its close 
relative national chauvinism are among the most 
powerful weapons in the capitalist arsenal. The 
nistory of the United States-indeed, the history of 
the world-shows the central importance of these 
tools. As capitalism decays, the bourgeoisie will use 
these weo",ons more and more blatantly. 

The eco~omic crisis affects not only the working 
class. It also places intolerable pressure.on the ; 
middle layers pf capitalist!sooiety. These layers, as' ' 
Lenin pointed out long ago, are transmission belts 
for capitalist ideology into the working class. They 

dividing the workers. How to hest utilize these 
unstable social layers to prop up bourgeois rule is 
often the cause of important tactical differences 
within the ruling class. 

Sometimes these differences cannot be resolved 
smoothly within ruling class institutions. The 
different bourgeois factions then seek to mobilize 
dIfferent sectors of the petty-bourgeoisie and middle 
class in these struggles. Since the issues involved 
are significant social questions which are of vital 
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will mount. It will be under these drctynsUWces 
'that Usery will step 4l to "direct" the neg'o~ons, 
If the "pleasant" methods do not bludgeon the 
miners into submission, the government will l'esort 
to more direct methods. Class conscious workers 
should keep their eyes on the coalfields he 
prepareQ to come to the aid of the miners. 

.Miller1s now showing his true colors, He is a class 
..collaborationist bureaucrat who seeks to use his 

,> past reputation as a rank and file leader and his 
militimt rhetoric to sell out the minerH, He remains 
committed to capitalism and therefore to forcing the 
miners to' bear the burden of. the capitalist erbb. 

Whatever positive st.eps lw takes are tl", ,."sult of 
t.he pressure of the ranks and his fear of 
He only waits for, the' miners to 
vigilance. The struggle to throw out Miller and 
replace him with a revolutionary leadership remains 
on the order of the day in the UMW. 

lower 

deteriora and racial polarization intensifies, the 
black become ever more tightly bound to the 
bourgeois liberal forces through the black middle 
classes. Even those black workers most suspicious 
of the liherals are thrust into their arms, 

A similar process is at work among the white 
workers. Those workers and petty bourgeois most 
infected with racism are whipped into a mcist frenzy 
by the bourgeois and petty bourgeois poliLimi 
forces who see busing and the attempts of the 
pro-busing liherals to increase their strength as a 

interest to the proletarian masses, these battIes 'threat to their political interests. There are, 
inevitably draw' in masses of workers. 

Despite differences each faction of the hourgeoisie 
agrees on the need to confuse and divide the 
workers. The faetional battles are eow,istent with 
this since through them the workers arc drawn into 
frat:icidal conHict instead of a illlited struggle 
agamst the ruling class. In effect, the workers 
become the cannon fodder used by the bourgeoisie 
in the latter's internecine battles. The result is to 
ob~~the fundamental c1al3s issues at st.ake, to 
bluJilt the class struggle and to foment civil war 
within the working class. 

MUSING FRAUD 

The crisis in Roston is just such a situation. 
There is no section of the bourg{,oisic that considers 
busing to he a real solution to anything. Rut the 
issue does have an important tactical significance. 
Some sections of the bourgeoisie seek to use busing 
to smooth over a "rough edge" of capitalist society. 
Busing, they think, will make it look as if the 
United States is moving toward racial equality. It 
will therefore improve the "image" of the United 
States and at the same tim(, divert the black masses 
from the real struggle to end their oppression. The 
black masses will remain under the leadership of the 
integrationist-minded black middle class, and 
through them tied to the liberal wing of the 
bourgeoisie. Thus a united class struggle on the 
part of black and white workers will be prevented. 

This approach however comes into conflict with 
those sections of the bourgeoisie who have their 
political base in those layers of society which are 
most openly racist, specifically sections of the petty 
bourgeoisie and the labor aristocracy. The tactic of 
these bourgeois forces is to use blacks and other 
minorities as scapegoats to whip up the rampant 
racism that infects the petty bourgeoisie and vast 
numbers of white workers. In this way, blacks can 
be kept "in their place" and the whole working 
class kept divided. 

For obvious reasons, the liberal forces appear as 
the "friends" of blacks. In the absence of a 
revolutionary proletarian alternative to both the 
bourgeois liberals and the bourgeois conservatives, 
the black masses will see the liberals as the only 
force which has ;:my concern for their interests. This 
is reinforced by the consequent fact that these 
liberals have an ?pen alliance with the' organizations 
of the b'lackmiddle class, such as: tHe NAACP, the 
Urban League and the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference. As the economic situation 

however, white workers who are not completely 
corrupted by racism. Many of these oppose busing 
hecausp they correctly see it as no fundamental 
solution. They also oppose busing because, for both 
racist and non-racist reasons, they are afraid to send 
their . ch~ldre.n to. ~he ghetto schools. ~s 
polarizatIOn IntenSIfies, they are left hanging and 
are forced into Lhe hands of the racist demagogues. 

STATUS QUO 

I n effect, both factions of the bourgeoisie sta lld 
for the maintenanc<' of the status quo. They tell the 
work"rs that what is available now is aU there is. 
The social "pie" can be no larger. The workers must 
tighten their belts and fight among themselves for 
the crumbs. The conservatives are outfron!. in 
efforts to buy off the white workers in the fight to 
discipline the blacks. The liberals pretend t.o 
support the blacks. Time and again, history h,Uj 
shown that capitalism will always choose the whiLe 
workers as the favored patsy and t.he blacks as the 

.	victims. When the struggle intensifies, the liberals 
will inevitahly capitulate to the racists, deserting 
the blacks and leaving them open to pogroms. The 
hhH:ks will be battered while the white workers, 
having destroyed their only real opportunit.y to 
fight for their real interests, will face ever-worsening 
condiLions. 

The immediate task of revolutionaries is two-fold: 
1) The blacks mustbe defemied as the first step in 

stopping the fratricidal warfare. The blacks must 
not rely on the liberals who Will onlysel! them out. 
They must organize their own defense guards. At 
the same time, they must fight within the labor 
movement for the organization of workers' defense 
guards. This must become part and parcel of the 
struggle for a revolutionary leadership in the trade! 
unions. 

2) Revolutionary socialists must fight to convince 
the entire working class that as long as it accepts 
the "reality" of the" diminishing "pie" as the 
framework for its struggles, it will be doomed to 
fight the bourgeoisie's battles, not its own. Fighting 
over the crumbs will win nothing for black or white 
workers. Fight for higher wages, jobs,' 
schools and the democratic rights of all op'pres'3ed 
peoples! 

Socialists must tell the truth to the working class 
and not "tail" the present wrong consciousness of 
the wb~kers. 'Only in this way can they avbidb'eing 
the agents of the bourgeoisie.' RilVolutioharjrand 

Coned. p, 14 
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01"101 Statement 

vrorkers march during l)epressJ~n calling for four-day work week, jobs and an. end to d.iscrimination 
against blacks and foreign·born -workers. 

I 
, Cont'd. from p. 1 Since November 19, when Fraser made his 
i pathetic plea to Cole, General Motors has shown 

able and less willing to buy new cars. what a "well-run" 'anto company will do. GM is 
This becomes clear when the small-car market is laying off close to 100,000 workers in December. 

examined. Last year. as a result of the energy crisis, But never you mind. It will lay them off efficiently. 
the smali-car field hoomed. and industrv consul- Fraser is the same genius who declared eha! 
tants hailed it as the hope of the future. 'fhis year, rather than shutting down its Jefferson Assembly 
small car sales have plummeted. while luxury car Plant m Detroit, Chrysler should spread the lay-offs 
sales have remained relatively stable. This means equally through its various factories. And they took 
just on0 thing: workers cannot afford new cars; his advice. The lay-offs arc being spread equaJly 

, only .be rich can. Any way it's looked at. the slump everyone's being laid off. 
is deep and the lay-offs are here to stay. Unfortunately, Fraser's antics are not cause forI laughter. They are the worst form of class treason. 

,, UAW Just when the Ui\W should be striking a crushing I 
blow against the bosses' schemes, Fraser and his!VVhat is the mighty United Auto "~Yorkers union 

doing about the layoffs? Here is one of the mosl 	 fellow bureaucrats are telling the rank and file La I 
roll over and play dead.powerful labor organizations in the world. 1ts ,I 

militau.. history, especially in the great Flint. Until a few weeks ago, Lhe.UAW liked to boasti 
that it had a fool-proof unemployment insuranceI'sit-down strike of 1936-37, sparked the CIO upsurge 
plan, its Supplementary Unemployment Benefitsi and inspired millions of workers around the world. 
(SUB). SUB was supposed to guarantee laid-off I 

1 The 'JAW is doing nothing-nothing positive, 
workers 95 per cent of their take home pay for the:! that is. is being shackled hy a cowardly class 
duration of the lay-off. Solidarity, the UAWcollahorationist bureaucracy, that will not mobilize 

\ 	 newspaper, published several feature articles in thethe tremendous strength of the ranks against the 
past year gloating about its iron-clad system.attacks. 


Doug Fraser, l'AW vice-president in charge of 
 SUB GOING UNDER 
Chrysler,~is outspoken about the bureaucracy's 

strategy. Fraser blames "sloppy" management 
 But now, when SUB is needed the most, its 

practices, not the capitalist system, for the plight of flimsy nature has been exposed. Chrysler is dipping 

. the auto worker. And, sure enough, he has a into the SUB fund for holiday pay for those laid off. 
It has, to hegin with, only about $900 per worker in' p.ro.posal for Chrysler: "Maybe they can get Ed Cole 

:1 formercpr.esidenLofGeneraLMotors) tQJ;.Q)TIe outoi the SUB fund. Ford's SUB fund is at $885 per
/ worker:GM hmfonIy $258 per worker in its fund; 
Townsend and president Ricardo of Chrysler) are 
retirement. In this situation. they (chairman 

This means that SUB will not be able to cover 
, guilty of negligence. incompetence, or manipula workers on lay-off for any extended period of time. 
i bon." Schemes are in the air now to guarantee benefits to 

Sure thing, Doug. Bring in a more "efficient" workers with five years or more seniority, at theI . administrator to better wring the workers' necks. expense of the majority of auto workers thrown out 
of their jobs. 
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fUND DRIVE TOPS,GOAL 

HEADS fOR $JI,500 
 I

The memhers and friends of the Rc!,'oluLionary 

Socialist Leah'lle have responded with dedication to 

the LeaguellJ third semi-annual fund drive. At the 

d,l;jve's close last month, the goal of $10,000 had 

b~en surpassed, with $10,161 collected. La~e·amv
 I 

I 
r

ing pledges will raise lhe total to $]1,469 (J15 per 

cent). 


As in the past, several long-time friends of the 

League gave as generously as their limited means 

allow. We value these expressions of commitment 
 , ~ on the part of those who because of circumstances 

cannot be directly engaged in revolutionary work. 

By far the largest portion of the contributions 

however, came from the League's own lTlf'mbers: 

acLive sympathizers and contacts. By giving 
unstintingly to make po~sibJe the !)XpanSiOl) of the 
League's work in the next period, they demon· 
strated their dedication to building the League as 
the U.S. nudeus for the reconstruction of the 
Fourth International. 

bates~ 
Revolutionary i 

!$ociaiialist 'geague Vsp 
Spartacist League I

I 
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-Is the current period prerevolutionary? 
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~~~b-yl ~tofth should,co~~ the-~ 
for a national em s.Of the UAW to 
pose a fighting c z.II~~. The RSL 
would propose a progrRlp to such a 
conference, a pro . ~ below" 

Unemployment,e ~9st,Pressing issue, and 
the response sho ' s in on an alternative. The 
UAW should demand, as it once did, that the work 
week be ·cutto thirty hours with no loss in pay to 
provide jobs for all auto workers. And this. demand 
should not beoonfined to the UAW -auto workers 
should take -this demand to the entire labor 
movement, championing a fight for thirj;y fo'l- forty 
across the board, to provide jobs for all working 
people. 

Next, a massive public works program must be 
demanded to combat.unemployment. The decay and 
rn.isery of the cities is reason enough for workers to 
insist that there is productive, work that needs to be 
done and is crying out for workers to do it. While 
rebuilding the cities, public wot:ks would alleviate 
unemployment. Workers must reject the scab
herding programs posed by the Ford administration 
-nothing less than a massive program with pay at 
union rates. 

Inflation, which continues to erode the wages of 
employed auto Wt>rkers, should be countered with 
full cost of living escalators. The UAW's Costof 
Living Allowance (COLA), like all the rest of the 
bureaucracy's heralded programs, is woefully 
inadequate. In the face of soaring inflation, it 
amounts to cutting real wages. 

The bureaucrats and the industry are likely to 
respond that this program is utopian. The industry 
will claim that it justean~t affooo_.it. Militants 
should respond: open the,.books and let us see for 
ourselves. Fraser has aIready charged that Chrysler 
is mismanaged; let the ranks seefOi- themselves. 

'SOItENS' •• 
We are reprinting an auto bullett"n di<>tributed in 

Detroit in mid-November by the Revolutionary 
Socialist League in response to the then-rumored 
shutdown of Chrysler's Jefferson Assembly,Plant. 
The UA W bureaucracy $ "spread-tke-layoffs" 
strategy has since been implemented by the auto 
industry-over 200,000 auto workers are on layoff 
this month. 

The threatened closing of the Jefferson Avenue 
Assembly Plant most clearly reveals the poison 
spreading throughout the UA W. Already 7,100 
Chrysler workers face indefinite layoffs as a direct 
result of the Jefferson crisis. An additional 3,000 
workers in stamping and manufacturing plants will 
also lose their jobs. These efforts to "save" 
Jefferson at the expense of the U A W workers 
have not produced the slightest guarantee that 
Jefferson will remain opert. 

The crisis at Jefferson is only the most blatant 
example of the auto bosses' attack on UAW 
members. Chrysler's Detroit Universal plant is 
shutting down for at least one month. Workers at 
the Lynch Road Assembly plant's afternoon shift 
have been threatened with indefinite layoffs. Ford 
and General Motors have also thrown thousands 
out-of-work~.Over.50,000 UA W members-are now_ 
on indefinite layoff. All workers must understand 
this assault on auto workers as a forecast of what 
lies in store for the whole of the labor movement as 
the capitalist crisis heads toward depression. 

For thirty years capitalism has fattened itself 

i ,C\lrYlller:, he, u)Vente(Ut, aljgumg, ,;the llEl6(b to 
-"spread the layoffs throughout the corporation.-' 
By doing so, the UAW tops have revealed 
themselves as the open agents oftheruling class in 

And ifiri~fac~ the industry cannot afford tllntf 
program; thlit is no reason to scrap it. Instead,- it 
points to 'the' fact t1h8:t. the workers must organize '..... 
produ¢tiont!t~mselv~s ....nationaIizationof the auto * 

industryilV.~der- wqrkers' -control. .. ' .'. . 
The,lay-offs hitting auto are the opening,guns of a .. 

!JUlssive onslaught against the entire working,dass. 
The depression in auto is alrea4y being felt in other 
sectors, and workers are now being thrown &fit of 
work in many industries. The UAW, which is 
currently hardest hit, should take the lead in gal-' 
vanizing a class· wide response.· The emergency 
congress of the UAW is essential, but it should see 
as one of its major tasks the organization of a 
national Congress of Labor and the Oppressed, to 
bring together- all sectors of the working class
organized and unorganized, employed and unem
ployed; to wage a united fight against the 
capitalist onslaught. 

As steps toward such a conference, militants 
should demand immediate co· ordination between 
the various unions affected by the auto Iay-offs. 
Militants in the UAW should demand co-ordination 
with the United Rubber Workers (URW), since the 
tire industry is already going into decline because of 
the slump in auto. Militants in the URWshould 
press for the same end. 

On the agenda at the Congress of Labor and the 
Oppressed would be the launching of a revolution· 
ary labor party to .fight for the interests of the 
working class. The proletariat cannot accept the 
misery that capitalism holds before them-they 
must respond with their own independent political 
party to wrest power·from the capitalists and place 
it firmly in the hands. of a workers' government. 

The-crisis is not:in the ranks. The ranks of the 
UA W, and the w9Fng class in this country asa 
whole, have. the power to decisively smash the 

through the imperialist settlefuent which followed 
World War n. u.s. industry was allowed to 
stagnate as the U.S. ruling; class used its world 
hegemony to loot the rest ofthe world. The end of 

Unsold ears fd 'tile Bh)w.g~ lot ~i Ci.k-f~le';"~ Jefferson 
Avenue assembly plant. 

the post·war boom has ripped apart the imperialist 
world order of past decades. The results can be 
seen in the skyrocketing inflation and political 
upheavals spreading throughout. the advan~ed 
capitalist countries, and the outrIght starvatIOn 
facing millions in the underdeveloped world. 

Now the American captains of industry and 
finance must find the capital to modernize their 
aging plant and equipment and offset the fall in 
their profit rates. This requires a direct rollback of 
all the gains workers have won in earlier years. It 
means throwing hundreds of thousands out of 
work. It means a ruthless paring of funds for 
housing, education, transportation and other 
vitally needed public services. 

The days ~ of piecemeal reforms are over: 
"equality of starvation" is all the bourgeoisie can 
offer. The enormous power and potential of a 
unl'ted labor movement must be thrown into the 

scales to fight for a workers' alternative to 
capitalist decay, a workers' ~overnment ~itl1. a 
socialist program for economic reconstructIOn III 

alliance with workers throughout the world. The 
UAW will play a pivotal role in creating this 
alternative. 

The UAW is located in the heart of American 
industry. Its key role in the ec~momy, its long 
liistory of militancy and its huge influence in the 
labor movement mean that the UAW can provide 
the leadership that all workers are looking for. If 
UA W workers unite behipd a fighting program in 
the face of the present crmis, they can lead a 
mobilization of the working class as a whole 
against the coming depression. If the UAW 

December,------------------

.. outlined hen,. Advan 
joyr,with the Revolu~()nary Socja1!l!t
fighting for the revoluti~nary p:ogfll~ put 
here a¥d for the leadership that 16 ~ed in 

bureaucrats surrender, they will give the green c' every level of the struggle. By employing the 
light for capitulation to every hack in the labor ': method ofthe united front against the capi~ in 
movement. / 

The UAW tops have chosen, their side. Doug 
Fraser did not merely accept the program of 

,!'!preading the. starvation now peing ~rrie,d out,by 

figli.ting for factory committees militan,ts call:&ke 
the lead in defending the workers' interests. w'hlle 
explaining to workers who still have illusions in 
capitalism ~hat r:e~l Wlity .canollly~. achieved 
throllgh'the 'stlv~gfe 't~, adbpt and ca'try out t,~e 
socialist program. . 

The most pre!lsing need is for a unified defense 
Cont'd, p. 8 

. Union Movement (JARUM) and its allies in other 
locals are attempting to set themselves up as the 
real defenders of the working class inside the 
UAW. They have called for freely elected 

I '1 'th' th UAW Th' II 
unemp oyment counci s Wl III e '. IS cais correct and should be supported. 

But JARUM has refused to argue that these 
councils should fight to make the capitalists pay for 
the crisis that they themselves have created. By 
restricting the role of these councils to welfare 
services, JARUM has begun by accepting the 
limitations on the struggle which the capitalists 
and their agents in the UAW want to impose. 
Instead, these councils must act as factory 
committees fighting within the UAW for a 
leadership which can meet the capitalist attack. 

Militants can begin fighting for this strategy 
now by urging the need for unity of all workers in 
the face of the coming depression. Working class 
unity means nothing unless it means unity of the 
workers against the capitalists and their state on 

th~ ~orrupt bUl'e8:u~cy~a revolutionar;v .00 I'll".. 
shIp III the trade umons and for the workmg dass. 

The depression. in the auto industry is 
spreading toothet sectOrs of the eC<J,~mltnV Here 
are examples of the Impact it has had: 

Uniroyal's 
Jefferson Avenue Plant in Detroit hu laid off 35 
per cent of its work force. This tire-lIlllllufacturer 
has laid off all workers at this plant with 1_ then 
five years seniority. 

Goodyear Tire &Rubber 
has shortened work weeks at five tire plants, 
affecting several thousand workers. 

B.F. Goodrich 
is already planning to layoff tWII 


work force. 


Douglas & Lomason Co. 
makers of ~uto·trim parts, is slashing 30 !,eir 

of its workers. 


Muskegon Piston Ring 
is planning to layoff 20 per cent of its wc;d< {orce. 

Libbey-Owen- Ford 
a glass maker, has laid off 1,200 workers 
indefiliitely. 

Pittsburgh Plate Glass 
is layi~g off 1,100 workers Indefinitely in addition 
to shuttiug down two plants for all of December. 

Kelsey-Hayes 
a wheel·maker, laid off 200 workers. 
__ These are just a few examples. and this is just 
the beginning. F'or example, General Motors alone 
cousumes more thllll 20 per cent of domestic steel 
production. As the crisis deepens, steel Imd othen' 
key secto.." of the. economy may follow the 
downward path of auto. Labor must pose a Ullllited 
response. 

the labor movement. They have cynically adopted 
a strategy which can only divide the workers
shift against shift, local against local-in an 
attempt to divide the UAW against itself and 
prevent a mobilization of the massive social force 
which a united UAW would represent. 

So.called "revolutionary" groups within the 
UAW.like the Jefferson Assembly Revolutionary 
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J The Israeli government is now pressed to the 
~ wall. On one side it faces its oWn' workers and 
I oppressed masses wh" ,are struggling against, the 

Zionist bourgeoisie's attempt to'pass the 'eIlsts ofits
" 

wars and crisirin'to their shouI,ders. Onethe other 
side, it faces the growiBg militancy and detenmna
tiOD of the Palestinians, the rest of the Arab masses 
and (goaded OD by the latter) the Aritb bourgeoisie. 
And it faces pressure from within its oWn class, in 
the form ofthe right wing of the Zionist bourgeoisie~
which-will refuse to give up the West Bank and to 
make any deal that recognizes the lIigitimacy of the 
rights 'of the Palestinians. " 

The governing clique, however, is disanned in the 
face of the right, since it supports the entire 
ideological edifice that motivates the policy of the, 
latter, Its only hope is to maneuver into a position 
where it appears to, be forced-by the economic 
situation, by the threat of virtual complete 
diplomatic isolationof Israel and by.the pressure of 
the United States-to accept the deal. 

__ Percentage of Aromco ownership: 
Saudi Arabia. 25%; California Standard. 
Exxon 22.5% each; 
Mobil. __ 'Proved 

this cynical 
maneuver lies 
the reality of 
the place of oil 
and the oil car

"-"-~~~---~-~~--,-Within ~the corttext of capitalism, the oruysnort' '-'fellii-international capitalism. 
run alternative to this deal is full scale war in the Thirty years after the razing of Hiroshima and 
Mid-East, as the intensification of the struggle of Nagasaki, oil remains the most advanced form of 
the Arab masses and the Israeli workers places energy that capitalism has been able to put into 
increasingly intolerable pressure on both the Arab general use. The possibilities latent within nuclear 
and the Israeli bourgeoisies. The deal itself, power for abolishing the necessity of human 
however, solves no fundamental problems, since it drudgery have been nothing more than empty and monopoly position are to a large extent disguised by

,is unlikely to appease the militant Palestinians for bitter promises in the hands of the capitalist ruling their relationship to Aramco. When the posted price 
any substantial period of time. S.o, even if the deal is class. It is the possession of oil which will determine (the price at which oil is purchased at Ras Tanura 
accepted and an emasculated Palestinian state is who is to survive and who will be trampled and other Saudi ports) of Saudi oil rose to $11.f?51 
erected, war will remain the ultimate destiny of the underfoot in the pitiless economic and ririlitary per barrel in 1974, Texaco (for example) could 
region unless the workers and peasants intervene conflicts that lie ahead. piously disclaim responsiblity for soaring oil prices. 
with their revolutionary solution. Oil has been king of strategic raw materials for After all. $11:.651 was the price per barrel that 

This turn in the ,Mid-East situation comes right decades. Access to large oil reserves is not only Texaco had to pay. 
on the heels of the war-mongering attempts of necessary for an imperialist power to maintain its/ Texaco, however owns a share of the,company
Kissinger and Ford to bludgeon the Arab own productive apparatus and retard the slide back from which it pur~hases the oil and out of that 
bourgeoisie into lowering oil prices. This crude i~t? m?re pririritive forms of ener~. ~?ssession of eleven dollars plus it pays per"barrel. it, received 
big-stick diplomacy is part of a general campaign to oil IS sunultaneously the means of liriritmg the flow back in the form of dividends from its Arainco stock 
blame the economic crisis on the oil price increases of oil to other nations, a political weapon with w~ch $4.535 per b~1 (see accompanying diagnup.). ~By i 
and to blame the increases on the Arab nations to bll;ld~eon states, both weak and strong, mto concealing this fact, Texaco tries to bury tM fi(c/;
alone.' submISsion.. . . " t~t it ha~ more than doubled its profit per barrel of ' 

There is no doubt that the oil price increases are Those powers which have no Oil must obtain It, or oil. The oil trusts have used the oil boycott to jack
hurting the international capitalist economy. be at the utter mercy of those who do. Thus, today, up the price of oil. ;Iff , 

," 

~ , allIncreased prices of oil raise the costs of 
, commodities that are either made from petroleum
based products or which utilize petroleum-derived 
fuels for powcr in 'their production. Since llhese 
products are 'legion, the increase in the oil price 
sends waves of inflation' throughout the'interna
tional economy. Moreover, the iricreased foreign 
reserves held by the oil producers are becoriring an 
intolerable burden on the capitalists' finaIicial 
institutions, which are threatening to collapse under 
the weight. 

But the oil price increases are only one 
manifestation of the underlying cause of the 
inflation. The rampant inflation of today is the 
logical outcome of the whole post-war boom and its 
collapse (See Torch N?_ 15). 

~NERGY CRISIS 

After years of plundering the world's oil 
resources, raking in fabulous profits as a result of 
the international cartel established' in the late 
twenties and failing to invest sufficiently in new 

energy sources 
and refining 
and shipping 
facilities, the oil 
companies have 
produ the in
ternati al en
ergy cri But 
this is no all. 

Whe the 
Arab oil produc
ers, under the 
pressure of the 
Arab masses, 
utilized this sit
uation to in
crease their 
share of the 
loot, the oil 
companies took 
advantage of 
this to jack 
their prices up. 
Meanwhile they 
and the U.S. 
capitalist class 
as a whole 
blame the resul
tant havoc not 
on themselves, 
not on capital
ism, but on 
their junior 
partners, the 
Arab ruling 

'l:lasses. Behind 

oil hungry European states vie with the V.S., the 
U.8.S:K 'and each other, for, iiIfluence in the 
Mid-East. 

WESTERN EUROPE AND THE OIL OCTO:PUS 

The rece~tly discovered North sea oil deposits 
offer no solution. These oil fields cannot supply 
more than 10 to 15 per cent of Europe's total 
requirements by 1980. Even this ~ssumes that 
sufficient capital will be available to overcome the 
enormous difficulties and expense of drilling.in the 
world's roughest body of water. 20 times the capital 
investment is required over that for typical 
Mid-Eastern wellheads. It is clear that Europe must 
have Mid-East oil or die. 

Who controls Mid-Eastern oil? The example of 
Saudi Arabia is instructive. 93 billion barrels have 
been proven to exist within its borders. This is one 
quarter of the total world supply, and one third of 
the oil available to the U.S. and Western Europe. 
The operating costs, including labor and the 
replacement of worn equipment, come to less than 
12 cents per barrel. Saudi oil is plentiful. high grade, 
cheap and owned by one company. That company is 
the Arab American Oil Company (Aramco). 

ARAMCO 

"Aramco is owned by four American oil 
companies (Socal, Exxon, Texaco and Mobil) and 
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The company is only 
an oil producer and refiner, and has exactly five 
customers to which it sells crude and products: the 
five shareholders." (World Oil, June, 1974). 

In recent months, Ford and Kissinger have 
stepped up pressure on the Arab governments to 
reduce their price that they charge the oil companies 
or face economic and even military reprisals. The 
capitalist press is attempting to prepare the U.S. 
population for military intervention in the Mid-East 
through portraying the world as being strangled in 
the grip of the greedy 'oil cartel,' i.e., the oil 
producing nations. 

The Saudi government, however, does not sell oil 
to Europe and the U.s. The U.S. oil companies do 
this, and their control of the world oil supply places 
them in a position to extract profits far above the 
actual value of the oil they sell. The table below, 
taken from the Economist (June 8, 1974) 
demonstrates very clearly who is not Buffering from 
the oil shortage: 

SAUDI ARABIAN GOVERNMENT 
NET T AK[ S1 456 ROYALTV 

-> S5 5U TAX '" S6 999/BBl 

'-----;~D ~ r------' 
1'8 ROYALTY. ~. 

~ ~ 

• + 

RETAINED 

Where the money goes for a barrel of Saudi Arabian oil. 

The profits these four companies make from their 
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- The rest of the world must buy Saudi oil from the ports in the world with facilities, to load and unload of~SaudrATabia,~Kuwait and the Arab Elmirates 
shereh.olders at whatever ,price_ they can. With them. through propping up semi-feudal monarchs like 

vie with the U.S., the operatmg costs close to zero, the oil giants'profit 'fhe real sh0.\i8ge of 'oil is further exacerbated by Kir~g Faisal. These relics of the Crusades would not t' 
represents the looting of~iab resources and the the manipulationgf oil supplies On the part of the la!lt_tn!O're. than a rewmonths without u"S.. suppoI'tfor, influence in the'. European economy by the oil firms by means of U ..S; c.artei, artificially compounding the existing and are completely subservient to the oil cm'tel 
extortion. CrISIS, Itself the result of the superprofits these firms While the key oil fields, have been kept directly 

have received as their share in U.S. imperialism. under U.S. controlled regimes, the remaindN of UwTHE OIL OCTOPUS 
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CARTEL QONTROL REMAINS 

The oil cartel is unconcerned about the gradual 
nationalization of oil undertaken by most of the 
Amb states. As Frank Jungers, American director 
of Aramco told Fortune (Februrary, 1974), "What 
really counts to the shareholding companies is the 
financial split and access to the oil." In other words 
nationalization of oil by the Arab regimes will not 
upset U.S. domination of world oil supply. The 
super-profits and power of the oil cartel will remain 
intact. 

R.W. Scott, the editor of World Oil concurs: 
" ... Even if nationalization occurs, Aramco's 
operation would probably not change, although its 
assets would be purchased and owned 100 per cent 
by the government...J';The Saudis... well realize 
that t.hey have neither the trained personnel nor 
expe!'tise to assume complete operational control of 
such a large and complex undertaking.... 
;'IIationalization, should it occur. wOlUld be princi· 

in name. . . . Aramco would probably assume 
role of a service contractor and might be paid for 

its services by a share of productiop. Too, it would 
likely to be guaranteed a long t~rm supply of oil for 
its American'company shareholders." (emphasis 
added) 

After 35 years of exploiting the oil fields and 
cheap Arab labor, the oil companies do not mind 
selling the Arabs the right to extract th.eir own oil. 
The costs of any interruption of oil production 
resulting from political disturbances will be 
absorhed by the Arabs, while Exxon and the others 
retain sole access to the oil and thus their 
monopolistic position in relation to the world 
market. 

The oil cartels do little bu l rake off the bulk of the 
profits. In 1973, Exxon's profits from its U.S. 
operations increased by 16 per cent while in the 
Eastern Hemisphere they rose by 83 per cent, 
netting 150 million dollars in pure profit from 
European sales. 

OIL EMBARGO 

The oil embargo that foHowed the 197:3 war 
provided the most striking confirmation of the 
awesome power wielded by -the oiJ cartel. Aramco 
and other companies operating in Arab companies 
were made responsible by the Arab regimes for 
admi:1istering the embargo to the U.S., the 
Netherlands and others on the blacklist. ' 

The U.S. cartel's total domination of world oil 
supplies enabled it to sell Arab oil normally 
destined for the Netherlands to non-embargoed 
France and Great Britain, while switchIng non-Arab 
Iranian, Venezuelan and Indonesian oil to the huge 
refineries in Rotterdam and to the U.S. As a result, 
a major effect of the embargo was to place the U.S. 

-'-----eart-el-in-aposition-whereitcould exact even higher 
super profits than usual at prices ranging up to $20 
per barrel to the embargoed states. 

SHORTAGES 

According to H.R. Warman, the exploration 
manager of British Petroli;um, world oil output will 
decline by the 1980's. While large oil fields remain 
to be discovered, in his view these will not be 
significant in relation to the depleted fields already 
known. Because the giant oil firms have systemat
ically 'skimmed' the richest and most accessible 
portions of the existing fields and them moved on, 
the remaining oil will become increasingly more 
expensive to extract. The enormous profits which 
have flowed into the oil industry have been obtained 

~t the expense of sacrificing future production, and 
have themselves created the estimated 28 to 73 
billion dollar capital shortage which now faces the 
U.S. oil industry. (Oil and Gas JOlm!llru, October 8, 

availability of oil in the future will be further 
restricted by the shortage of shipping and port 
capa.city. In 1973 $20 billion were on the 
cOll.Struction of s~per-tankers. Yet are few 

While the development of the world's oil Arab world is held under,the imperialist gun in the 

Th" Palestinian Arabs will be leading element in the Arab Revolution. TOP LEFT: Palestinian 
guerrillas celebrate iltop an Israeli jet they have blown up. TOP RIGHT: 1974: One of over 1,000 
demonstrators in New York demanding self-determination for Palestinians. BOTTOM: A 
Palestinian. mother receives automatic weapons training in commando camp. 

resources has now revealed itself to be nothing more 
than the spoilage of this crucial raw material on a 
grand scale, entire national economies from Italy to 
India have been wracked with impossible balance of 
payments deficits; billions of dollars which they 
must pay to finance the further expansion of the 
power of this parasite on world production. 

The less oil that is available, the more direct the 
extortion and parasitism becomes. The oil debts will 
mount, de¥aluations will continue, speculation will 
increase- until depression anrl imperialist war 
impose their own solution to this insoluhle 
contradiction. 

THE MID·EAST CAULDRON 

The combination of great power rivalry for 
Mid-Eastern oil and the determined resistance of 
the Arab masses to imperialist domination has 
made the Mid-East a likely flash-point for World 
War III. The political, economic and cultural 
_divisions within the Arab world have been seized 
upon the U.S., the U.S.S.R. and lesser imperialist 
powers, and utilized to further their own influence 
and ambitions the Mid-East. 

Throughout post-war period up until tb~ 
present, the U.S. has been successful in keeping an 
iron grip on the wealthiest Arab oil producing ststes 

form of Israel. Israel at once acts to stem the tide of 
Arab nationalism, through naked military power, 
and blocks the extent to which the U.S.S.R. C'ln 
penetrate into the politics of the region. 

NASSER 

Nasser sought to establish Egypt as the Arab 
Prussia, the powerful militsry province that could 
unify the Arab states into a single nation and lUse 
th(~ oil which lies overwhelmingly beyond 
own borders to finance an industrial 
Just as Bismarck used the coal of the western 
German provinces to transform the hundreds 'of 
separate German states into the Second Reich, 
Nasser made no distinction between bringing the 
Arali;~apitalist class into sovereign mastery of its 
ow:g..n:ationaI territory and turning that class into an 
imperialist bourgeoisie. 

The difference between Nasser /,'Ind Bismarck 
consists only in this: capitalism is r~ the epoch of 
decay. Nasser failed and Egypt remains an 
oppressed and super-exploited semi-colony of U.S. 
imperialism. Bourgeois and petty bourgeois forces 
are today incapable of completing the national 
democratic revolution. Only liJte dictatorship of the 
proletariat can accomplish ihis. • 

Cont d. neAt page 
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Cont'd. from p. 7 	 foreign oil holdings, the right of the OPEC affiliatesThe Arab masses are nationalists for no other 
Nasser's visi9n of Egypt leading the, way to the reason than that they see the right of self-determin to raise prices and institute oil embargoes lind 

creation of a Pan-Arab state accompanied him to ation as a step out of poverty and backwardness other measures which pose the means of chocking I
the U.S. reign in the Mid..F,aHt and which facilitate 

be summarized as a stubborn attempt to retreat the Arab rulers must promise them this better life. the transfer of imperialist profits back h,/;O Arab 
into a relationship of open vassalage to the U.S. Yet As the contradictions within imperialism relent countries. 
as much as he would like, Sadat is prevented from. lessly press on to absolute proportions, the;t\rab 

the grave in 1970. The history of Sadat's regime can and a step toward a better life. To remain in power, 

In order to expose the Arab nationallsl!i (uU of 

completely turning his back on Nasser's bold masses find their circumstances deteriorating in like them, from Hussein to Arafat) as incapable of i
nationalist scheme, for he is. faced with the same measure, as the U.S. attempts to foree them to completing the liberation of Palestine, it is 
dilemma that-faces all Arab rulers. absorb the greater impact of its own declining rate necessary to demonstrate Uw solidarity of the 

The threat of Nasserism in its ability to waken of profit and stagnating productivity. This Leninist vanguard with the Arab masses their 
the revolutionary sentiments of the Arab people 'is increases the pressure on the Arab ruling classes as fight against Israel and the U.S. Raising tho sloglln 

responsible for the partial and tenuous unity of the whole. They must attempt to win a better deal from of the workers' and peasants' government and 

Arab states against Israel, the most visible the imperialists without posing any serious socialist revolution in the Mid-East is inseparable 

representative of the forces of imperialism in the challenge to its dominant position. from the talk of supporting every melWure and 
 I 
Mid:East. For years, Faisal, the emirs and Hussein 	 every blow which the Arab regimes find llece'lsary The Arab bourgeois nationalists are caught dead 

of Jordan have been forced against their will to in the middle. They need imperialism to protect to strike against the U.S. and Israel, regardlem; that 

make at least demonstrations of support to the 	 they do this only in order l.o retreat aL the- firstthemselves from the masses who would quickly

struggle against Israel, from financial contributions attempt to overthrow them were Israel to fall, but if opportunity. 

to direct military intervention. Faisal must be able the U.S. does not relent and make concessions, the It is nec"ssary to advocate the deepening of these 
 Ito pose himself as a supporter of Arab unity to population will be driven Lo desperation and revolt measures through demanding 100 per ceni. 

prevent Saudi Nasserites from using the militant oil i~nrnediate nationalization of aU foreign concP8sions
anyway. This explains the vacillating character of 

workers to overthr8w him. the bourgeois national movement and Uw regimes with no compensation and placing the,,,, under 


which wage war on Israel while avoidingNasserism, however, is not qualitatively differenL 	 workers' control. Only through placing the oil 
frcm the 'nationalism'- of the desert sheiks. scrupulously any measures which might lead to any industry under the direct regulation and manage· 

Fundamentally, it is no less conciliatory towards more than a very partial and limited victory. ment of Arab workers is it possible to insure that 

imperialism and is an expr-ession of deeper social the power of the oil cartel will be broken in Uw 
 IThis conflicting pressure is what produces the 
forces: the instinctively reYolutionary passions of 	 Mid-East and t.hat nationali70uLion does not becomeapparent contradiction of ultra reactiona,-y Hussein 

I 
~, 

C 
Tthe Arab workers and peasants which have yet to throwing the Arab Legion against Israel, while merely a means of furthering Arab dependence upon 


find their real expression in a Leninist vanguard 
 guerrilla leader Arafat makes it clear that he will the U.S. companies. 

party. settle for a Palestine which comprises the West Hussein, Faisal and the other Arab rulers directly


For their part, the Arab masses are nationalist Bank and the Gaza Strip. 	 tied to the U.S. must be forced to contribute to the 
not because they are concerned with raising ·their war effort. Faisal sends only token financi~l aid.For this task, the reconstruction of the Fourthown bourgeoisie to power. They know that incorder HUHsein refused to open a tbird front against IsraelInternational must proceed with the organizations 

of its sections in. the Mid-East. As war again 
for the U.S. and its allies to continue plundering the 

in the 1973 war. allowing the braelis to denude the:'v1id-East. it is necessary that the Arab population 
Jordan RiYer front for the attack on the e;gyptianappea'i-s imminen( military support to the Arabbe kept in a state of ignorance, hunger and Sinai armies.regimes is the central question. An Arab vicLoryoverwork. They know that to enforce this 'J

exploitative arrangement, the U.S. must deny them will' hasten the development of revolutionary The program of Lhe Fourth International is for 

the political rights which they could use to abolish ferment within the Arab states. tIl(' destruction of the ZionisL sLate of Israel ami the 

',heir servitude. RevoluLionaric's support the nationalizat.ion of en'aLion of a single Palestini.an state. 


The elass struggle is now hreaking out into the 
open in I srae!' The Palestinian seclion of the Fourth 
International will make a special effort to reach the 
Oriental Jews, themselves in open revolt against the state 
Zionist regime which is forcing them to hem the 
cost of its debt and expansionism. will do 
L1,,' same to Lhc lsracii working dass which is 
war weary and angry at the attacks upon its living anevt 
standards. Under the banner of socialist revolution, world 
guaranteeing full rights for Jews and Palestinians, Th, 
the possihility for suhverting Uw imperialist Zionist coun! 
state from within has never been greater. cater.,

It is above all, however, the Palestinian Arabs Marx 
who will continue to he the leading element ill the 
Mid-East revolution. Homeless. herded into refugee I 
camps under appalling conditions, countless Urnes 
betrayed by the Arab ruling classes, the i over I 
Palestinians will always be among the first to "revil 
recognize the impossibility of regaining their to calIhomeland except through socialist revoktion with 

1948: Israelis :orce Palestinn&ns from their homelands. 	 throughout the Mid-East and the defeat of Arab 
nationalists for leadership of the struggle against [I
Israel. jus. iI 

(RU), 
The UAW hacks will try to argue that the UAW a 15(J 

is too weak, too isolated to fight for these dem8.nds. B0e!1 
-Militants in the factorycommittccs must meet (;his

,f;ghtChrys r~ Offensive! 	 I 
I 	 f 

M""n 
argument head on by demanding that the U;'\W!Cont'd. from p. 5 	 I 

their books for the workers' inspection. Rumors must fight from the beginning to extend this 

of those immediately in danger. The layoff 
 are flying around that Chrysler is bankrupt. They program throughout the labor movement. They 
strategy has the explicit motive of dividing the will explain that workers need accurate informa- must call for a freely elected emergency conference Bel 
workers against each other. Factory committees tion as to the real conditions in Chrysler to prepare of the U A W to map out a strategy against t!1e 	 revoh; 
must resist this strategy by fighting for job their own strategy; that without this the workers layoffs and plant closings. At this conference theyr retraining and pensions with full cost of living will be fighting on the bosses' terms from the very must demand that the UAW take the lead i.n 

.1 escalators at capitalist expense to unite the rcvolustart. organizing a Congress of Labor and the Oppressed
interests of those presently laid off and those still The factory committees must demand that the in which all sectors of the working class can meet in the 
working in a common struggle. UAW fight for nationalization of Chrysler if and work out a common strategy against the 	 Maois 

This demand must be supplemented with the call Chrysler cannot meet its demands. But the workers capitalist attack. Ma. 
! for a sliding scale of hours and wages, dividing the must at the same time protect themselves from the Such a 'Congress will give militants an rv 
" available work up among all those able to work capitalist state; in many countries nationalization opportunity to fight for their program before the » 

without lowering wages. Concretely this means has been used by the ruling class to intensify its 'working class as a whole. They will demand that 

fighting for 30 for 40; a six-hour day with no cut in attack on the workers through the "public" this Congress, representing a united front of all 

pay and full cost of living escalators. Militants will interest. The first defense of the workers against workers against the ruling c;Iass, must have a 

point out how this demand can effectively unite the capitalist nationalization schemes must be to couple political expression, a labor pfi-ty with a socialist 

union with the masses of unemployed, while the demand for nationalization with the demand for program. Through such a party the workers' 


I 	 I 
I 

I•providing a way out of the merciless speed-up and workers' control of accounting and production. But movement will challenge the capitalists .directly for 

overtime now faced by those who have kept their in calling for state intervention workers must call control of the state power. The united front for 

jobs. for a political- alternative to capitalist rule; they defense will emerge as the workers' offensive for Ei 


Militants must use the factory committees to must fight in the labor movement for a labor party workers' government to carry out the socialist 

demand that the UAW force the capitalists to open to form a workers' government. program. 
 o 
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HOW THE JJ. RESli RES CAPITALISM 


-E TH 
OF THE SOVIET 

ORKE S' STATE 
BY WALTER DAHL AND JACK GREGORY 

.The destruction of the Russian workers' revolution and the victory of 
state ·capitalist revolutions claiming to be socialist in several countries have 
disoriented and disarmed the revolutionary movement. Because Russia, 
China, Cuba, etc.. appear to have done away with capitalism-mdy to have 
restored it in a different fonn - many have come to regard state·capitalism as 
a new and progressive social system. Thus capitalism, a system in decay on a 
world scale, has aC'quired a host of unwitting defenders. 

The support aml apology for state-capitalist "socialism" demands that the 
counter-revolutionary national interests of state ·capitalist l'egimcs be 
catered to. Marxism is twisted into II bourgeois ideology. For this reason, the 
Marxist analysis of state-capitalism-the so·called "Russian Question"-is 
essential for the understanding and the overthrowing of capitalism 
everywhe:re. 

Since the bitter conflict between the Soviet Union and China broke Ilut 
over ten years ago, the followers of Mao Tse-Tung have labeled the U_S_S_R. 
"revisionist," and more J1'ccentiy many have decided 
to call it capitalist. After a decade of name-caHing 
with only the barest attempts to analyze the 
degeneration of the Russian revolution, a worked
out Maoist analysis of Soviet state-capitalism has 
just been published by the Revolutionary Union 
(RU), a U_S. Maoist group-RED PAPERS No.7, 
a I50·page booklet called "How Capitalism Has 
Been Restored in the Soviet Un;"" and What TI,;s 

--Means..!or. the_World Strugg1e."__ 

APOLOGY FOR. CAPI'rALISM 

Belying the Maoists' claims to stand for a 
revolutionary alternative to Soviet revisionism and 
imperialism, this document is in fact an apology for 
state-capitalism_ It defends the Stalinist counter
revolution that destroyed the Soviet workers' state 

the 1930's, and it justifies the state-capitalism of 
Maoist China today. 

Maoism cannot abandon Stalin. To label Stalin as 
the grave-digger of the revolution, to admit that it 

For the RUff rejecting Stalin would mean the abandonment of all that is 
holy to Maoism.. There would be nothing left to define Maoism.. the 
way would be opened for serious consideration of the real continuity 
af SolJ;hev;smg revolutionary TrotskyiSM,. 

was the Stalinist bureaucracy that led the 
state-capitalist counter-revolution in Russia, would 
cut Maoism adrift without a rudder_ To realize that 
state-capitalism was restored in Russia by 1938 
would require coming to grips with the fact that 
China, too, is a capitalist society. As we shall show 
in this series, the same Stalinist methods that 
destroyed the Russian workers' state and trans· 
formed the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
In'tIFil bourgeois party likewise destroyed the·Third 
International, in particular turning the Communist 
Party of China into u grouping dominated from top 
to bottom by bourgeois ideology. 

Likewise, to reject Stalin would mean rejecting 
the notion that the Communist Party U_S.A. was a 
revolutionary party until the early 1950's_ It would 
require the Maoists to search for their revolutionary 
heritage-for the continuity of theory, strategy and 
tactics-away from the tattered rubric of William Z_ 
Foster. In short, rejecting Stalin would mean the 
abandonment of all that is holy to Maoism. There 

Stalin casts "ballot" in phoney 1937 eledons_ This "election," which was "nearly 
umanimous," was held while Stalin was physically Hiquidaiing the remnants cIT the 
~eadership of the Octaber Revolution. . 

would be nothing left to define Maoism_ The way 
would be opened for serious consideration of th,~ 
true continuity of Bolshevism, revolutionary 
Trotskyism. 

PATCHWORK THEORY 

Therefore, it is nec,~sgary for Maoists to construct 
a patchwork theory that excuses Stalin for all 
responsibility in the counter-revolution_ Stalin's 
"revolutionary integrity" is carefuHy guarded by 
omissions, distortions and lies. 

The RU's theory is carefully tailored to conform 
to these requirements. From start to finish iI', is a 
whitewash of Stalin's role. 

The RU begins by taking up the question of how 
capitalism can be restored in a workers' state_ Red 
Papers 7 correctly identifies the workers' state as a 
transitional society spanning capitalism and 
socialism. 

Cont'd. next page 
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"The Shining Ught," idealized painting or Stalin. Stalin built personality cult 
while he clr'ushed RUB§ian workers' state. -.. 

, distorted by the need to compete with the bourgeois technocrats between the 1920's and the 1950's.Iworld, mi4tarily and economically. The divisions Nothing of the kind! The RU is anxious to deal 
" inside the working class, inherited from capitalism, with this period in as cursory a manner as possible;,must be eliminated, -divisions between mental and The 1930's must be buried in order to absolveImanual labor, skilled and unskilled labor, race Stalin. ' 


Idivisions, national div

isions, etc. The cultural 


I level of the proletariat
Imust be elevated quali

, tatively. 

'I' All of these conditions 


must be met to fully 

i liberale' the creative po


tential of the workers, to 

eliminate scarcity and to 

raise the masses to the 

level where they them

selves can directly de

termine production. In 

other words, the task of 

the transitional society 

is to abolish the effects 

of the law of value and to 

create the free associa

tion of producers in 

place of the sta teo


I So long as capitalist Famous "kikhen debate" between Khrush· 
relations are not stamp chev and Nixo". Khn,.hchev continued 

Stalin's anti-LeninisLpeaceful coexistellceed out" the' threat of 
line.counter-revolu tion is Right: Pepsi in Russi" 

present. The capitalist 
relations that linger on 
are represented in hu
man terms by alien class 
forces. In Russia in the 1920's, these forces were the Before we describe what really went on in this 
kulaks, the technocrats and other elements in the period, it is worth taking a look at the RU's analysis 
scate apparatus and backward sectors of the of Khruschev's counter-revolutionary role. We will 
proletariat - who were under the influence of find that nearly all of the ideological crimes of which 

I 
bourgeois ideology. These human forces form the Khrushchev is accused were committed previously, 
nucleus of the counter-revolutionary threat. and a thousand times more brutally, by Stalin. 

The RU admits some of 'this. They ,are forced to. 
In order to side with the Chinese against the KHRUSHCHEV 

Russians, they must call Russia state-capitalist. 
 The ItU claims that capitalism was restored in
And ~his requires identifying the bourgeois forces the Soviet Union in the years following Stalin's
which existed inside the Russian workers' state. death, culminating in "the seizure of power" in 

1956-57. Although the RU and Chairman Mao both
"SOCIALISM IN ONE COUNTRY" admit that "mistakes" had already been made 

However, the RU does not take up the key point, under Stahn, their hasie claim is that it was Nikita 
a point that Lenin stressed time and again. Without Khrushchev and his followers in the top leadership 
successful workers' ,evolutions abroad that would of the Soviet Communist Party who steered the 
hreak the strangle-hold of isolation, Lenin insisted, relations of production hack in];o capitalist 
the workers' state would not survive indifinitely. channels. Khrushchev took advantage of the fact 
Socialism cannot be built in one country,-and that "t.he continuing presence of capitalist 
",specially not in one as hackward as Russia-it can production relations under socialism provides an 
only he built internationallv. ohjective basis for the restoration of capitalism," 

This was the key thesis in Lenin's attitude since he himself was "in sympathies, outlook and 
towards proletarian rule in Russia. The revolution style... linked closely with bourgeois forces among 
must attempt to maintain itself against the counter the hureaucrats, upper level managers and corrupt 
revolutionary forces that will inevitably gain Party officials." 
strength under conditions of isolation, but at the Khrushchev's first move, according to the RU, 
same time it must pursue the most consistent 
internationalist policy to speed ,the international 
revolution that is the only real salvation of the 
workers' state. 

Stalin repudiated all of this in 1924-nearly as 
soon--- as Lenin died-when he formulated his 
infamous theory of "socialism in one country." By 
this he did not mean simply strengthening the 
workers' state-his theory plainly stated that the 
tasks of the transitional society could be 
accomplished in isolated Russia by itself 

From this point on, Stalin subordinated the needs 

of the international proletariat and the Cominte'rn 

to the narrow diplomatic needs of the Soviet 

bureaucracy. It is for good reason that the RU does 

not treat the theory of socialism in one country, nor 

stress that the isolation of the revolution was the 

primary factor in its degeneration. To do so would 

require repudiating Stalin in favor of the 

revolutionary position, the Trotskyist theory of 

permanent revolution. 


The RU, then, deals exclusively with the internal 

situa.tion. But they are correct to state that the 

kulaks, the apparatus and the low ct!ltural level of 


was a three-pro:ge~ "ide:logical attack. on iJ",'l 
political basis of proletarian power, Marxism-Lenin· . 
ism." First he condemned Stalin as a dictator in 
order to confuse the 'Party. Secondly, he 
promulgated the docLrine of peaceful cooxiswllce 
with imperialist countries like the U.s. Finally, he 
suggested that the Soviet Union wac; no longer a 
dictatorship of the proletariat hut rather a "state of 
the whole people" and that likewise the party was 
now a .. Party of the whole people." 

Having roused his supporters and weabmed Lhe 
proletarian defenses, Khrushchev then was in 
position to attack "the very structure of socialist 
society." In particular, the RU charges him with 1) 
destroying the system of collective farms by 
making them independent of state control and 
thereby "strengthening the anarchic capitalist 
element of the economy"; 2) abolishing c('ntrali?ed 
planning in favor of n·gional ministries; and :~). 

tpurging the Party of "hOilest connnunists 1
· and 

replacing them with tedmicians, engineers, scien
tists and administrators-· a new laY('f of intelligent
sia in service to the Party rulers. 

Finally Khrushchev's destruction of socialism 
and restoration of capitalism was completed after I 
his own ouster. His successors Brezhnev and 
Kosygin fully established capitalist relations by , 
introducing profit accounting by individual fac
tories and colledive farms and at the salDe Lime 
consolidating power into the hands of the central 
authorities. i 

Unfortunately for the HU, Khrushchev was I 
merely making minor reforms in an already I 
established capitalist system. Most of his "ideolog- ' 
ical crimes" had already been committed by I 
Stalin. But before going into this, let's trace the I 
counter-revolution as it really occurred in Russia, as 
opposed to the lUI's fairy-tale rendition. I 

THE REAL SITUATION i 

From the outset, til!' <Russian workers' state was I 
isolated. Following the Civil War, proletarian rule " 
was in dire straits. Millions of workers, including 
n~ost ~f the best Bobhevik worker-militan.Ls.' were ,! 

kIlled III the aftermath of Odober. The CIvIl War 
likewisl' decimated industry and crippled the I 
agricultural sedor. 

Lenin set to work to strengthen the endangered 
workers' outpost. He implemented a holding action. 
The only salvation for the proletariat, in the long 
run, was workers' revolution internationally. The 
workers' state must be maintained until aid came 
from the workers of the world. 

But, as Lenin stated in the trade, union debaws, I" 

this meant taking stock of the internal situation. , 
Russia was not a healthy workers' state-it was "a , 
workers' state with a bureaucratic twist." That is, 
precisely because of the low cultuml level of the 
proletariat, the workers were not capable of 
directing production without aid. They were forced 
to rely on technocrats, administrators and other 
elements from the old Czarist apparatus. 

Similarly, the proletariat in Russia was outnum
hered several times over by the peasantry. This was 
another pressure distorting the workers' siate. The 

proletariat must make con
cessions to the peasantry, 
Lenin stated, to maintain 
Lhe smytchkll, the alliance 
between town and country. 

CONCESSIONS 

So eonccssions had to he 
made to two alien class 
forces, the bureaucracy "nd 
the peasantry. Lenin sought 
to make the minimum con
cessions necessary to main
tain the alliance with the 
peasantry and to utilize the 
needed skills of the techno
crats in the interests of the 
workers' state. 

But as the isolation of the 
revolution wore on, the 
concessions to both of these 
groupings posed grave dan
gers to the proletariat. 
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The transitional society must consciously elimin
ate all the remnants of capitalism in the workers' 
state. The revolution cannot be confined to one 
country-it must spread internationally, or .the 
isolated ',workers' state will become more and more 

large parts of the working class posed the 'danger of 
counter-revolution. But" these dangers were all 
imminent in the 1920's. One would think that the 
RU, would a1Jtempt a serious analysis of what 
hecame of the threat of the kulaks and the 

http:worker-militan.Ls
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, B,,;kharin increasingly stood for the interests of 
the nch peasants, the kulaks. He coined the slogan 

,"kulaks-enrich yourselves" to summarize his 
theory that the workers' state could only survive byIallowing the kulaks to increase their accumulation. 

j Bukharin argUed that when the kulaks increased 
their wealth, they increased the national wealth. 
Unfortunately, Bukharin "forgot" the class strug
gle-whim the kulaKS enriched themselves, they did 
it by raising grain prices at the expense of the 
workers. ' 

Bukharin's intentions were to strengthen the 
workers' state by increasing its wealth. But he was 

i led to completely reactionary conclusions, demon
strating the danger of even long-time Bolshevik 
leader~ capitulating to bourgeois ideology under 
conditions of inforced isolation. 

Similarly, Stalin's capitulation to bourgeois 
ideology cam;lOt be explained by saying that he was 
"evil." Stalin represented, indeed organized, the 
party apparatus, which was closely interwoven with 
the state apparatus. He viewed matters from the 
same bureaucratic vantage point as did the 

"technocrats, and came to be their champion. In
j short, the kulak threat was personified by Bukharin 

within the party, the threat of-the apparatus byIStalin. ' 

I THE KULAK THREAT 

In the 1920's, the kulaks were the greater threat. 
The Stalinist apparatus did not yet have the 

I strength to stand independently; it pursued a policy 
: of tacking and veering between the kulaks and the 

I proletariat. Indeed, in the 1920's proletarian living 
standards were gradually increased until 1928; 
grievance procedures and the right to strike' in 
industry were maintained: admission of Lechnocrats 
into th~ party was restricted. The Stalin faction was 
forced to adapt to the pressures of the, workers. 

But at the same time. Stalin adapted to the 
pressure of the kulaks. The differentiation in the 
countryside accelerated, as th'e kulaks dominated 
the commanding heights of the agricultural sector. 
By 1925 the kulaks were able to force grain prices 
up by withholding their crop, placing the nation at 
their mercy. 

came to a 

industrializationoL Russia, and~.tQ, !:arry,_Qut thjs~ 
program at breakneck paCe millions of peasants 
were driven off the land and herded into the cities as 
a cheap source of labor. Millions more who resisted 
were slaughtered. 

The smytchka between town and country was 
destroyed. Soviet agricultural production fell 
precipitously (for example, the peasants' slaughter 
of livestock reduced the number of cattle in the 
Soviet Union from 70.5 million head in 1928 to 38.4 
million in 1933). The agricultural Ifector has never 
recovered-agricultural productivity in Russia 
today is a meager 11 per cent of that in the U.S. 

Liquidation of the kulak threat could have been a 
major step towards strengthening proletarian rule. 
Instead it served the opposite purpose. Stalin used 
it as the pretext to assert his unbridled rule over all 
areas of the population. He ruthlessly attacked the 
poor peasantry. Likewise, he launched a vicious 
onslaught against the proletariat. 

for a decade. The urban meat ration dropped by 
two-thirds in this same period. All in all, the 
standard ,of living of the working class was barely 
two-thirds, of what.it had been under Czarism in' 
1913. (This is Being generous to Stalin-the figures 
used are official prices, which ignore the generally 
prevailing black m.arket prices which were several 
times the official statistics). 

There is more. In this period, 1928-1933, the 
Stalinist faction outlawed strikes in the Soviet 
Union. Labor pass books were introduced for most 
categories of work in 1931, and for all workers by 
1938. These were used to control and blacklist 
workers-no worker could be hi~ed without showing 
his "industrial passport" with a complete record of 
his job history as compiled by his bosses. The trade 
unions were deprived of their rights to negotiate 
wages and defend workers' rights. 

Space does not allow us to go through Stalin's 
harbarpus treatment of the national minorities-it 
was Stalin, not Khrushchev (as the RU asserts) who 
transformed the Soviet_Union intothe prison-house 

,agricultural sector. 
But this is only the beginning of the story. The 

process by which Stalin carried out these measures 
destroyed the Bolshevik Party, consolidated the 
technocratic apparatus and mold'ed it into a new 
ruling class. 

The pre-conditions for complete restoration of 

Sta);" and his f"ture victims_ Bukharin rum& Ordjonii<i<lze. 

of nations. Nor can we at this point analyze the 
treacherous foreign policy that sold out the British, 
Chinese, German and Austrian proletariat and 
destroyed the Comintern as a revolutionary 
organization. 

For now, we will just underline that the 
industrialization of Russia by Stalin was carried out 
by disciplining the proletariat viciously, driving its 
wages down far below value and decimating the 

This was accompanied by a campaign of terror 
launched against the proletariat. In all, three 
million were killed between 1936 and 1938; six 
million were arrested for ten years or more; eight 
million were sent to slave labor camps. 

The figures tell the story with the party well. For 
example, 1,108 of the 1,966 delegates to the 17th 
Party Congress (1934) had been arrested for 
"crimes against the revolution" when the 18th 
Party Congress met in 1939. Only 59=ifelegates to 
the 17th Party Congress were delegates again in 
1939. 115 of the 139 members of the 1934 Central 
Committee had been purged by 1939-98 had been 
shot. And of the Bolshevik Cpntral COll1lllittee from. 
Oct()ber, 1917 only one 'ained- Stalin. The 
Bolshevik Party had been ru...less!y and systemat, 
ically crushed-destroyed in its entirity. 

It 1S no wonder that the RU flees from serious 
study of this period. How could they reveal the 
truth and still dare to claim that it was Khrushchev 
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rights; its interests were subordinated fully to the 
state apparatus's relentless drive to IltmngthC!l itl; 
grip; the proletariat was everywhere confronted by 
a social grouping dominated by the ruth1ells 
capitalist need to accumulate by making living 
labor serve dead labor. 

But the character of the Russian ,state was not 
'yet settled. For the counter-revolution tco triumph, 
the Stalinist apparatus had to root out (,VC5TY 

possible avenue through which proletarian resis 
tance might flow. 

STAUN CRUSHES THE PARTY 

First and foremost, this meant completely 
crushing every spark of resistance in th" party, The 
organized consciousness of the proletariat is the 
basic weapon in the struggle to transform capitalist 
society to socialism in the transitional society" The 
highest proletarian consciousness is revolutionary 
Marxism, and in Russia this was embodied in the 
Bolshevik Party. 'rhe triumph of the counter-nlVO

lution, then, was synon
ymous with the destruc
tion of the party in every 
sense. 

By 1933, as Trotsky 
correctly explained, it 
was no longer possihb to 
have a reform perspec
tive towards altering the 
course of the party. The 
grip of the Stalinist 
faction was too secure to 
attempt to root it out 
through peaceful meas
ures. Revolution.:p·y 
measures were neces' 
sary. 

But sparks of life still 
existed in the party, 
Primarily, they were rep
resented hy the Old 
Bolsheviks. the sm"vi' 
vors of Lenin's party 
from the' Civil War per
iod. And it was against 
these elements thai Sta
lin turned his fury in the

In 1928 the situation head. After 
defeating the proletarian forces of the Joint 
Opposition (Trotsky-Zinoviev), Stalin was forced to 
confront Bukharin and the kulaks. In the late fall of, 
1928 the kulaks withheld grain on a mass scale, 
endangering the continued existence of the workers' 
state. 

Stalin launched an all-out war against the kulaks, 
as well as their Bukharinite supporters inside the 
party. This was necessary as an aCt of self-preser
vation: kulak counter-revolution would have opened 
the gates to foreign invasion of Russia, sweeping 
the Stalinist faction out of power. 

STALIN SLAUGHTERS THE PEASANTRY 

But Stalin did not limit himself to destroying the 
kulaks. He turned brutally against the poor 
peasants as well. Stalin saw salvation in forced 

period 1934-3B. The Society of Old Bolsheviks and 
the Society of Former Political Prisoners and Exiles 
were declared illegal. Thousands of Bolsheviks were 
liquidated in the purges. The culmination was the 
kangaroo "show trials" in which Zinoviev, 
Bukharin and other close associates of Lenin in the 
period of revolution were murdered after being 
forced to make transparently false "confessions." 
Tomsky, the old trade union leader, ,was 
"liquidated." Tukhachevsky, the leader of the ned 
Army for two decades, was purged, together wiih 
nearly every member of the officer corps who had 
survived the Civil War. In every sector, Stalin 
sought to stamp out all those who remembered, no 
matter in how distorted a way, the Odober 
Revolution. 

TERROR AND PURGES 

19S posed grave dan-j Between 1928 and 1933, real wages of the Russian capitalism were established by 1933. The proletariat who destroyed the Communist Party? 
o the proletariat. working class wem cut in half, where they remained had been deprived of even the most elementary Coned. next page 
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The 18th Party Congress celebrated tp.e triumph 
of the technocratic apparatus over the proletariat. 
Previously, Stalin had been forced to at least 
nominally pay homage to the need to preserve the 
party as a proletarian institution. In 1939, following 
his .d~s,t11.tction of the Bolsheviks, 'this hindrance 
was reIlwv&l'."At the'Ooilgt'(;j!is; Stalin attacked the 
bigoted attitudes of hostility at admitting 
intellectuals, and opened the party to all "conscious 
and active workers, peasants and intellectuals, loyal 
,to the cause of cmnmunism." Here is the "state of 
the whole people" in its crudest form! 

This was the recog1lition of a transfo~ation that 
had in large part already taken place. The "new 
intellectuals"-the technocrats, engineers and plant 
managers-now dominated the party. In, 1923, 
before the death of Lenin, only 29 per cent 1)f factory' can be found in The Platform of the Joint 
managers were Party members. By 1936, the 

.figure:'(Vas between 95 per cent and 100 per cent. In 
this year, 82 per cent.of chiefs of construction and 
40 per cent of chief engineers were "communists." 

By 1938, then, the Stalinist counter·revolution 
had triumphed. Capitalism had been restored in the 
U.S.S.R. The vestiges of October that had survived' 
in the party had been consciously stamped out. 
Nothing remained bJIt a technocratic apparatus, a 
machine of bourgeois rule. 

H was the Trotskyist~ who fought the Stalinist 
counter-revolution, who insisted on the need 
for an industrialization program, who first 
warned of the danger of kulak counter
revolution. 
So its was Stalin, not Khrushchev, who,destr:y~

the party. It was Stalin, not Khrushchev, who 
consolidated the state apparatus against the 
proletariat. It is no wonder that the RU does not 
treat this period seriously-even by its own 
standards. If they revealed' the truth about the 

.. thirties they would be forced to conclude that it was 
Stalin who led the capitalist restoration. By 
concealing this, the RU serves only as the most 
cynical apologists for the counter·revolution as it 
really took place. 

RUSLANDER 

The RU attempts at one point to justify its 
deceit. Red Papers 7 has this' to say about the 
purges: 

The Trotskyites, Bui<haranites, and other traitors and 
wreekers met with defeat. The masses of militant 
workers and Party cadres united overwhelmingly 
behind the proletarian line of Stalin and the Party's 
Central Committee. The purges of the 30's, despite 
weaknesses and excesses, marked an even greater 
victory for the proletarian line. By 1939 it had become 
crystal clear tht all openly disruptive and factional 
activity could and would not be tolerated. 

The RU can only resort to grisly boasts, empty 
slogans and outright. slander. Perhaps, they 
murmur, the purge of five-sixths of the Central 
Committee was an "excess." Very well. But then 
how is it conceivable that "the masses united 
behind the proletarian line of the Central 
Committee?" 

The purpose of all this crude bombast is to 
exonerate Stalin, at all costs to the truth. Says the 
RU: "We believe that the Stalin question and the 
question of Soviet revisionism and social·imperial· 
ism are. two different questions.'" 

THE TROTSKYISTS 

It was the Trotskyists, who the RU smears with 
the labels "traitors and wreckers," who carried out 
the consistent fight against the Stalinist counter· 
revolution and for the interests of the proletariat. It 
was the Trotskyists who, years before Stalin 
dreamed of an industrialization program, insisted 
upon the need for one. It was the Trotskyists who 
first and more forcefully warned of the danger of 
kulak counter·revolution, while, Stalin was siding 

Opposition, presented in 1928 and slandered and 
rejected by the Stalinist faction.) 

Stalin made a mockery of this program, carrying 
on his forced industrialization program which 
destroyed the living standards of the proletariat 
and poor peasantry. The RU, to cover Stdin's 
crimes, must heap slanders upon revolutionary 
Trotskyism. 

The RU slaps Stalin on the wrist. "Under Stalin 
inequalities did exist," they admit, "and Marxist· 

internationalist policy, against Stalin's class 
collaboration, and for party democracy to counter 
the threat of the apparatus. (All of this and more 

and led the technocrats and the rest of tpe appar· 
atus against the proletariat. Khrushchev's deeds 
pale in comparison. . ) 

RU FALSIFIES HISTORY 

The RU's falsifications are intended to obliterate 
the central fact of Soviet history: by 1938, the 
Russian proletariat was faced with a new 
bourgeoisie in the shape of the Party bureaucracy. 
The proletarian revolution of 1917 had been 
overturned. In the October Revolution; the working 
'Class had grasped for itself th,e state power and 
created certain institutions: nationalized means of 
production, central planning, the state monopoly of 
foreign trade-tools which were to be used for its 
liberation. The bourgeoisie had been removed from 
power and expropriated, and political power had 
been plS'Ced in the hands of the vanguard of the 
proletariat, the Bolshevik Party. 

Stalin and his followers, by crushing the 
proletariat and finally by strangling the Party, 
eliminated the last surviving remnant of the 
Bolshevik Revolution. The transformed Party 
bureaucracy thereby confronted the proletariat as 
'an alien, non·proletarian force, Such a force can 
represent nothing but capital, since the bourgeoisie 
in whatever form it appears is simply the embodi· 

ment of capital. The nationalized 
property, central planning, and mono 
opoly of foreign trade had been 
transformed into weapons of the 
bourgeoisie once it bad· fully expropri· 
ated the proletariat. 

SOVIET IMPERIALISM 

During World War II and after, the 
newly·established Soviet bourgeoisie 
expaned its earlier nationalist policies 
to full· fledged imperialism. The inter· 
nationalization of the Soviet counter· 
revolution-the spread of state capito 
alisll) to Eastern Europe, China and 
Korea-was built on the defeated 
attempts to internationize the Soviet 
revolution in the '20's and '30's. The 
pressure of world capitalism, 

both military and economic, is what made the 
, capitalist restoration in the Soviet Union possible. 

Only the spread of the revolution abroad could 
have eliminated the economic scarcity and military 
danger that strengthened the petty·bourgeois. and 
bourgeois·restorationist elements within the strug· 
g.ling Russian workers' state-the peasantry (espe. 
CIally the kulaks), the demoralized and bureau. 
crati.ze? privileged layers of the working class, the 
speCIalIsts, officers, and bureaucrats of Czarism 
who were retained under Bolshevik rule and the 
"socialists" whose real ideas of socialism had been 
in effect, state·capitalism. ' 

The conservatism, cynicism and bourgeois 
aspirations of these elements were a constant 
danger to the revolution-a danger that could have 
been subdued only by internationalizing the revo
lution. And it is this cynicism that the RU by dis. 
torting history, represents. ' 

S~ibsequent articles in this series will deal with 
the mternational policies of the Soviet Union, both 
the ~etrayals o! the <?OJ;nmunist Inte,,trIational under 
Stalin and the ImperIalism of the Soviet Union after 
~he st:ate.capita~st victory. The series will also 
m.ves~Igate the rIse of state·capitalism in China, and 
WIll finally take up the major questions of Marxist 
theory that are raised and mangled by the RU. 
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with Bukharin. 
But the Trotskyists insisted that the industrial· 

izatimi program could and must take place for the 
benefit of the proletariat, insi!1ting that increases in 
productivity b~. accompanied by increases in real' 
wages for the proletariat. Likewise, the Trotskyists 
insisted that the living standards of the rural 
proletariat and the poor. peasantry be increased at. 
the expense of the kulaks and the budding capitalist~ 
middle-men in the twenties. The Trotskyists 
insisted that the wage differentials between skilled 
and unskilled labor, ·and.mental·and manual labor, 
be reduced. The Trotskyists called for a proletarian . 

Leon Trotsky led Red Army to victory over counter·revolutionary 
forces in Civil War. Later. Trotsky continued fight against counter 
revolution in its Stalinist form. 

Leninists have concluded that these were too exten· 
sive. Such inequalities included wide wage differen· 
tials between skilled and unskilled labor and higher 
compensation for managerial and technical per· 
sonnel." 

But this is just a cover, a device to mildly rebuke 
Stalin while still standing in solidarity with him. 
What was the real character of the wage 
differentials? 

In 1931 Stalin inaugurated his official "anti· 
equalitarian" policy, which resulted in a wage 
system that paid skilled workers almost four times 
as much as unskilled-to say nothing about 
managers. In 1937, it was necessary to decree a 
minimum wage of llO rubles per month, at a time 
when skilled workers received up to 300 rubles, 
engineers 1,500, and plant directors a minimum of 
2,000 rubles per month (with incentives for 
increased production on top of this). 

LENIN VS. STALIN 

Lenin had stated that the tendehcy in the 
workers' state would be towards increasing 
equality, and advocated "the gradual equalization 
of all wages and salaries in all professions and cate
gories." Stalin's slogan was "Equalitarianism has 

nothing in common with Marxism," and this was 
used as the ideological justificationior maintaining 
one of the most blatant systems of wage inequality 
in the world. Yet the RU still claims that' under 
Stalin "the proletarian policy was to push forward 
toward greater unity and equality wherever this 
was :possible." " 

Red Papers 7 is a deceitful whitewash from start 
to finish: it was Stalin who smashed the party, 
Stalin who implemented the state of the whole 
people, Stalin. who strangled the international 
revolution, Staljn who grossly exaggerated inequal· 
ity in the,proletariat, and Stalin who consolidated 
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lead steadily downhill." And what·is 
this? Nothing but the statement that-N.Y. Debate------ in the epoch of decay capita\ism rolls 
merrily along. There is no need to fear 
an' outright crash. 
. Cde. Clarkson further demonstrated 

his mastery of Marxism in discussingR.5.L Trounces $partacists the RSL's position that armaments 
production, though itself the produc

In New York, City on October 26, This method is familiar. It has long iat must first of all become conscious tion of surplus value, does not 
150 leftists hea~d Walter Dahl-of the been employed by the Stalinists of the of its power, of the fact that its contribute.to tho further production of. 
Revolutionary Socialist League debate Communist Party.· The CP is famous ind~pendent strength can smash the surplus ·value since arms do not enter 
Ed Clarkson of the Spartacist League for labeling every right-wing govern bourgeoisie together with all of the into the reproductive process. Clark
on the topic "Revolutionary Leader ment with military trappings as Bonapartist and fascist trappings. son proudly announced; "Now wait a 

ship and the Crisis of Imperialism "fascist." In Germany in the 1930's, But as well, the working class must be minute comrades, neither do apples."· 

Today." for example, they successively labeled warned that it cannot rely on the Perhaps apples eaten byCde. Clark


Since its inception over a year ago, the Social-Democratic government mercy of the bourgeoisie or its state son are unproductively consumed, but 

the Revolutionary Socialist League 	 for the working class apples contributeand tlie various right-wing and for defense. It must learn that it 

has consistently confronted the Spart Bonapartist regimes that preceded cannot scoff at the danger of fascism, 
 to the reproduction of their labor 
acist League over its liberal approach Hitler as fascist. But if these were but must combat it vigorously as soon power. 

to revolutionary politics. There have fascist, what difference could Hitler as it rears its despicable head. 

been several debates between the· two make? Therefore, the CP failed to 
 l"ASCISM'! NO PROBLEM 

Cde. Dahl demonstrated how theorganizations, with each debate fur warn the proletariat of the need to 
SL's empiricism leads them to jettison Clarkson drew the logical politicalther demonstrating the bankrupt concentrate its fire on the main enemy, 
the Marxist implementation of the conclusions from his reformist econpolitics of the SL. The October 26 the Nazis, who were out to destroy 
Transitional Program in practice. He omic analysis. He tried to ridicule thedebate decisively exposed the"theoret every institution of the proletariat.' 
recited the SL's line towards the RSL for an article in' 'l'he Torchieal bankruptcy of the SL and got at 
British workers, which told them that warning of the embryonic fascistthe roots of its' rotten politics. 	 . CRISIS? WHAT CRISIS? 
if they seized factories there was no movement developing the U.S., an 

Comrade Dahl opened with an The Spartacists pursue a similar need to worry about the Labour article which covered a march by a 
I analysis of how the SL's reformist method on the economy. If there was government sending in troops. He' group of Nazis on the streets of 

concept of revoh,ltionary leadership nb boom, and there need be no bust, repeated their approach towards the Cleveland: He attacked our call for 
flowed from its failure to make a why warn the proletariat of the need to Italian situation where today, when workers' defense guards, claiming that 
Marxist analysis of the epoch. of prepare for the coming crisis? And the the danger of military take-over the fascist movement in this country
imperialist decay (See Torch No. 16, SL carries this line of thought to its looms, the SL passively whipes that is miniscule and hence should be 
Nm'ember, 1974 for excerpts from logical conclusion, gutting Trotsky's the civil service hureaucracy really ignored.
Cde. Dahl's opening statements.) Transitional Program of its revolu runs the government, so the situation This is more of the SL's compla

He demonstrated, first of all, that tionary content. there' is business as usual. He cence, on a par with that which Cdc. 
the Spartacists' denial that there was The Transitional Program was discussed their attitude towards Dahl cited on their lines toward 
a post-war boom is nothing but a cover written in 1938 to provide the bridge Watergate, where the SL claimed that Britain, Italy and Watergate. Ignor('
for their Keynesian notion that to bring the masses to revolutionary "the norms of bourgeois democracy" the fascists, says the SL, because 
capitalism can avoid depression. consciousness. It is based on the were being restored, and scoffed at the they're smalL Well, so afe the 

conception that in this epoch, the drive towards strong-man rule that revolutionary forces. But the fascists 
SL EMPIRICISM conditions are ripe, indeed over-ripe, characterizes this epoch. will grow as the crisis deepens-a 

Further, Cde. Dahl proved by ------~----------------~----------------------- ------ 
quoting the Spartacists' press Lhat up 

until 1971 the SL had believed that 
 The' Revolutionary Socialist League will publish .transcripts
there was a post-war boom, and that 

they had attributed it to Keynesian 

methods of state fiscal policy, arms 	 of the debate in full so that the Spartacists' travesty of· 
spending and monetary manipulation. 

The SL's denial, today,.t1!at there was 
 Marxism can be placed before the revolutionary workers. 
a boom is the flip-side of thfir former 

attitude- both are the cl1.).dest empir

icism. 


for socialist revolution. The cnsls is The Spartacist speaker, Cde. Clark crisis which the SL shuts its eyes to.When things look good, the' Sparta
one of revolutionary leadership-the son, made no attempt to respond to The time to be'gin to warn the workerscists genuflect before appearance and 
proletariat has been thwarted time the coherent analysis presented by of the need to aggressively combat the

hail the boom together with the 
and again by the betrayals of the Cde. Dahl. He spent his forty minutes fascists is not when they become a

Keynesians. When times are bad, the 
reformist, Stalinist and centrist mis hemming and hawing, tossing out mass movement, but as soon as they

SL says that things were always this 
leaderships. 	 over two dozen disconnected points. surface. 

way, and that this is the way. they 
The task of the revolutionary He confined himself almost exclusive

always will be. So now there was n~ver leadership is to rally the proletariat to ly to potshots and wisecracks. 	 SLROUTED 
a boom, and there will' be no its historic mission, the overthrow of It is impossible to caricature
depression. It is the worship of the 	 All in all, the New York debate was

capitalism. In this epoch, capitalism Clarkson's speech_ The Revolutionary
established fact, the hallmark of 	 a rout. The SL was roundly trounced.cannot qualitatively expand the pro Socialist League will publish tran
vulgar empiricism. 	 Their failure to put forward aductive forces. Instead, it is forced to scripts of the debate in full, so that 

systematic analysis, as did the RSL,viciously turn upon the proletariat to this travesty of Marxism can be 
was not an accident. It is thewrest away whatever gains.it has placed before the revolutionary workATorch Pamphlet 	 necessary consequence of their empir·

I 
 conceded. Interludes of stability, such ers. 

icism. The SL demonstrated that it/ as the post-war boom, are not ruled It is worth citing some of the 
does not understand the epoch, doesout. But the direction is towards the (relatively) more political efforts by 
not understand the nature of thebourgeoisie utilizing the brutal Clarkson: "The reason we deny the 
period in which we live, does not andI CHILE: methods of fascism in the attempt to post-war boom is that we believe like 
will not wield the Transitional Pro

drive down the proletariat. all Marxists believe that capitalism is 
gram in a revolutionary manner, andinherently cyclical." 
will not rally the working class to meetf Never Again! SOCIALISM VS. FASCISM the tasks it faces.KEYNESIANISM 

HOW THE REVOLUTION In'othE!'lllwords, the bourgeoisie will Comrades of the Spartacist League 
WAS BETRAYED hurtle civilization back centuries tof Let's call this by its proper name. will naturally be reluctant' to admit 

maintain their class rule. Despite It's the Keynesian analysis of a decade that the New York debate was such a
I periods of respite, the struggle be ago_ which said that capitalism need rout. They will be tempted to say that 

~ tween the bourgeoisie and the prole not fear depressions any longer, and we have distorted what took place, 
Available soon in its Second tariat in this epoch is the struggle that the post-war recessions took the and that we ripped Cde. Clarkson'sI Edition, with a new introdnction 	 between socialism and fascism, be place of full-scale depression. words out of context. We think· that 

tween the liberation of humanity andby Shelley Kramer. Again, "We do have the conception the evidence will be even more 
that the epochal crisis of capitalism in damning in the .full context." its destruction. 

in China, and Order from: The Transitional Program, standing the epoch of decay is its inability to That is why we are publishing the 

ns of Marxist Haymarket Books 25( on this analysis, can only be wielded qualitatively expand production, but full debate in pamphlet form. We 
by the RU. 	 160 N. Halsted as a weapon .if the direction. of that doesn't have to do with any challenge the Spartacist League to do 

Chicago, Illinois 60600 .capitalism is understood. The proletar- particular economi~ crisis that will the same. 
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Cont'd. from p. ,3 
militant workers must haV,e the, courage to stand 
against-the streruTtwithin both,theblack and white 
sectors of ~the working class to say: "Enough of 
this. You are playing their game." ',' 

, , In Boston, the immediate task becomes to defend 
the black students and wage a battle to defend the 
rights of the blacks to attend the schools of their 
choice, that is, to refuse to be segregated into rotten 
ghetto schools. In order to untangle the situation, it 
is T\ecessary to bring the class question to the fore. 

"It is' crucial to expose the trickll of the bourgeoisie, 
to expose the fraud of busing as a solution to the 
educational crisis. 

In accordance with this, the Revolutionary 
Socialist League fights to defend the rights ,of 
blacks to go to any schools they choose. It opposes 
the intervention of government troops and calls for 
the protection of$the black students by defense 
guards organized by the black organizations and 
the trade unions. We call for-expanded education 
and good schools for all at the expense of the 
capitalists 'and in the context of a struggle for full 
employment and other transitional demands that 
address the needs of black people and the entire 
working class. We point out that only socialism can 

' ____~ __ fulfil!_tpese demands. At the same time, we fight to 
, expose busing a.n.d every other .bourgeois' sclierne--ly 'Ii hourgeois measure." 

that seeks to utIlize the oppressIOn of blacks as a 
means to foment race war and set the workers at 
each other's throats. 

CENTlnSTS CAPITULATE 
In contrast to this, the rest of the Left has 

blatantly capitulated to ,the bourgeois forces. Not 
the least of these capitulations has been committed 
by the Spartacist League. The SL vigorously 
presents itself as the only organization with a 

The confusion in these two 
quotes is astounding. 

-Busing"we are told, is a 
"somewhat artificial" dem
ocratic demand. This is 
quite a characterization, 
What is an artificial de
mand? The democratic de
mand ,in question is the 
right 'of blacks to refuse to 

revolutionary strategy for the crisis in Boston:---I-i:l-Jbe segregated into ghetto 
fact, they have played the role of the left wing of the 
bourgeoisie, Their line on busing is fundamentally 
indistinguishable from that of the Communist 
Party and the Socialist Workers' Party. Like them, 
the SL fights for the bourgeois fraud of busing, only 
opposing the tactic of relying on the bourgeois state 
to implement this program. The SL thus fights to 
spread the illusion that blacks can win their rights, 
not through united class struggle, but through a 
direct alliance with a section of the bourgeoisie, 

The SL falls for every one of the bourgeoisie's 
tricks, Busing, the liberals contend, is part and 
parcel of the struggle for better schools. It is, in 
other words, a reform. The SL echoes this line. In a 
leaflet announcing the SL speaking tour on the 
Boston events, busing is described as "a minimal 
attempt to allow the black poor a share in the 
benefits of white society.'" 

The overwhelming majority of black students and 
particularly the children of the most oppressed 
sectors of the black community will see nothing of 

schools, that is, the right of 
blacks to gO the schools of 
their choice and not be 
mauled or murdered for it. 
This is not artificial in the 
slightest. The SL is calling 
on blacks to fight and run 
the risk of death to "imple
ment and extend" busing 
which they consider to 
be ... artificial. This is 
sheer cynicism. 

DEMOCRATIC RIGHTS 

The SL has fallen for 
another bourgeois trick, To 
see this it is essential to 
understand just what dem
ocratic demands are. 

Capitalism promises 
equality to all people. 

, -these~nefits...:.'-Only.a~tiny-fraGti9n will bebused'---Equalitr'-Before' the-'bllw' , 
to the b~tter sch?ols in the mi~dle-class suburbs. 
T~ese WIll most like!y be the chIldren o! the black 
mIddle class who will have the connectIOns to get 
th~ir children into the~e programs. M,e~nwh~e the 
children of the ~o:kmg c,las,s. f?-milies will be 
shuttled around WIthin the CIty limIts where all the 
schools are crumbling: B?sing is no reform at all, 
but a fraud f!om begmnm,g to en~: .. 

The SL claIms to rec?gruze th~t ,the .capItalists 
seek .to grant conceSSIOns to one sect~?n of th~ 
wor~mg cl~s~ at t~e ~xpense .of anoth~;. They. fa!~ 
to fight thIS tactIc m practIce. The conceSSIon 
involved in busing is to the bla~k middle class at the 
expense of black workers. ThIS, of course, the. SL 
does n~t see,. Moreover, one would.expect senous 
revolutIOnanes to expose what. busmg represents. 
!nste~d, ~he SL has p!ace~ busmg at the center of 
ItS agItatIOn, demandmg' Implement and Extend 
the Busing Plan."Thus, despite their words, they 
become proponents of the busing fraud and agents 
of. the bourgeois trickery. 

What should one expect, however, of those who 
see busing as an "attempt to allow the black poor a 
share in the benefits of white American society?" 

The bourgeoisie which is' watching its system,,"ot 
before its eyes,. which is throwing thousands of 
workers out of work and fomenting race war to 

,protect itself is not'intere13ted in "allowing" black-
workers to share the benefits of white society. They 

'are attempt~to channel the black struggle for 
democratic rights and better schools into a head-on 
confrontation with, white workers, Instead of 
fighting to defend the black students and black 
rights and at the same time exposing the, ~using 
scheme and the cynical role of the bourgeOisIe, the 
SL takes upon itself the job of becoming the 
bourgeoisie's pro-busing agents among the black 
workers and the working class generally. 

This is just the beginning. The SL newspaper 
Workers Vanguard (Sept. 27) describes busing as 
"an elementary, although 
somewhat artificial, demo
cratic demand." In the 
November issue of Young 
Sparlacus, published by the 
SL's youth group, busing is 
described as "a minimal 
application of the elemen
tary democratic right of 
black people to equality in 
education, although certain-

Liberty, Equality, Frater: 
nity-these slogans and the 
various demands that flow 
from them, e.g., freedom of 
speech, press, assembly, no 
discrimination on the basis 
of race, creed, religion, for 
the right of. nations to 
self-determination, etc. were, as Lenin pointed out, 
first put forward by the revolutionary sections of 
the petty-bourgeois in the bourgeois revolutions of 
the 17th and 18th centuries. These were the 
promises of. young expanding capitalism. Today, 
when capitalism is in decay, capitalism cannot fulfill 
these demands. On the contrary it strives to destroy 
the democratic gains of the masses. Only the 
socialist revolution can bring about the complete 
and genuine fulfillment of these demands. 

Oppresse,d people under capitalism, in the 
absence of re.volutionary proletarian leadership, still 
put forward their demands in terms of these 
promises of capitalism. They see their oppression 
based not so much on capitalism as on their denial 

J' 

of the above democratic rights. They merely want 
the rights seemingly accorded to everybody else. As 
of now; only the most adva.nced sector~ of these 
peoples realize that to wm these rIghts and 
,eliminate the special oppression they face, 
capitalism must be overthrown. TI:; task of 
Bolshevik-Leninists then is to fight for these 
democratic rights alongside the masses, constantly 
pointing out that they can only be fully won and 
maintaIned through the socialist revolution. 

BOURGEOIS TRICK 

Central to the bourgeois ploys in Boston is a 
sleight of hand. Just as they say that busing equals 
the struggle for better schools, so they contend that 
busing equals the democratic :ig~ts of b~acks. 
Busing, we are told, is a democratic rIght. So, If you 
are for fighting for black rights, you must be for 
busing. This lie is designed to bind the black.~asses 
and advanced white workers to the bourgeOiSIe and 
to prevent the formation of independent class 

School struggle on West Coast several years ago. Forced busing is a bourgeois 
scheme for dividing the working class and derailing workers' militancy into race war. 

struggle alternative. This is what the SL swallows 
hook, line and sinker. 

But this line is suicide for the working class. The 
right of blacks to refuse to attend segregated 

"schools, to attend the school of their choice, is undet.. 
attack and must be defended. But busing proposes 
to do this by busing the children of white workers to 
the ghetto schools that the g)acks are rightfully 
trying to escape. The bourgeoisie argues that since 
there are not enough decent schools someone has to 
go to the ghetto schools. It is sure political death for 
a revolutionary to accept this way of approaching 
the question. 

The schools in the ~hite workers' communities 
are in an advanced state of decomposition. 
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schools, socialists support their tight to do this and Menshevist stage-ist conception: integration first, 

will demand that the state arrange transportation . 

for the children: If tills leads to overcrowding of the 

suburban schools, we answer, "Build more and-

better schoolsJor the workers at the expense of the 
capitalists.'" Revolutionaries demand what the 
workers need, not what capitalism can afford. 
ReformistS and centrists accept the .limitations of 
capitalism. 

INTEGRATION 

Underlying the identification of busing with the 
struggle for black right'> is another liberal 
tenet-that the struggle for black rights equals the 
struggle for racial integration. And, as part of a 
consistent pattern, the SL capitulates to the 
bourgeois liberals herE).too. 

To the liberals and their black middle-class allies, 
integration is the solution to the "Negro Problem." 
They wish to completelyinternux· blacks and 
whites, in order to assimilate blacks into the 
"American Mainstream." This is not seen as an 
answer to poverty and the other deepseated 
problems of the black masses. The real motivation 
for bourgeois integrationism is to make ali blacks 
act in accordance with middle-class "alues. 
Although there is no hope of making all or even a 
sizeable number of blacks materially comfortable 
with good housing, schools, health facilities, etc., 
the liberals do hope that the black masses can be 
given some "culture.': They hope, in other words, 
that if blacks are fully integrated into white society 
some of the "whiteness" will rub off on the blacks, 
that the rebellious characteristics of the black 
masses that the white liberals and their allies in the 
black middle classes find so disconcerting will be 
eliminated. 

The fact that the Spartacist League confuses 
busing with the struggle for black rights is not an 
accident. They share the fundamental assumptions 
of the bourgeois liberals. And like the liberals, they 
are proponents of integration. Worl,8l!'S VanglU!1lJrd 
{Sept. 27) writes: "Defense of racial integration is a 
principled question for Marxists.", And the 
November 8 issue proudly proclaims: '''fhe 
Spartacist League has a consistent record' of 
supporting racial integration.?' 

The Spartacist League case for. integration is 
based on two prospositions: 1) that integration 
leads to a united class struggle, and 2) this 
integration is possible under capitalism. The first 
proposition is explicit in SL propaganda. The 
second is necessarily implied by the first. 

The SL, announces the November issue of Ymmg 
Spartacus, is "in favor of the all-sided integration of 
blacks into society, for then the basis for a united 
class struggle is strengthened." Integration, 
however, means the subordination of blacks to the 
dominant whites. It represents a strategy to 'Quell
the black struggle.lt is an attempt to smother the
rebellion of black workers who increasingly can 
come to realize that the only way in which they can 
achieve their demands is in the context of a united 
dass struggle against capitalism. 

Even under conditions of prosperity, integration 
is only a possibility for a few, leaving the bulk .of 
black masses outside the "benefits of White 
American society." Integrationism thereby spreads 
the illusion of the possibilities of peBCef:u1 reforms of 
capitalism, tying the black .wo;kers tru:ou~h the 
black middle class to capItalism. This IS the 
integration that the SL has had a "consistent 
record" in supporting. . . . 

But this is not all. The notIOn that mtegratlon 
strengthens the basis for a united class struggle 
implies that this integration can and m~st. con:e 
before the united· class struggle. But capitalism.ill 
decline is incapable of integrating the black ~asse;>. 
Does any' olile who knows what the vast, long-term 
unemployment and layoffs in ba~i~ industry, the 
inflation, the deterioration of the CItIes, the schools, 

then the class struggle. And as history has shown, 
and as the SL practice in Boston is showing, when 
the struggle is divided into stages, it is the second, 
stage, the class struggle, the, socialist revolution, 
that gets thrown away. 

The revolutionary proletariat stands the 
elimination of racial barriers and oppression. Under 
communism, national and racial divisions will 
disappear in the course of being supplanted by a 
new, truly international human culture. But to 
confuse this with integration today, which is a 
thoroughly bourgeois strategy, would be (as Lenin 
said of Kautsky's confusion of bourgeois and 
proletarian democracy) "either crass stupidity or 
very clumsy trickery." 

In reality, the international human culture may 
be approached via a variety of detours. Blacks may 
opt for separation not integration. In any case, the 
task of revolutionaries is to unconditionally defend 
the right of blacks to make this choice, while 
politically struggling against hoth intcgrationism 
and nationalism, whieh both represent varieties of 
hourgeois ideology. 

But underlying the SL's pro-husing and 
pro-integrationist position is the fact that despite 
its rhetoric, the SL believes that capitalism is 
capable of systematic reforms. What else, may we 
ask, is all-sided integration? This is compl(,tely 
consistent with their entire approach to political 
economy. The New York debate between the RBL 
and the~SpJl.rtadst.League_c1early_e)(Jl()sed the SL's 
revisionist conception of the epoch of capitalist 
decay. The debate revealed their abandonment of 
Trotsky'S conception @f an overall decline in 
capitalism and highlighted their conceptiol1 of the 
epoch as simply a series of cyclical ups and downs, 
with the present crisis simply just one more 
"down." 

What does all this mean? What does the 
Spartacist League represent? As we have shown, 
integrfl.tionism represents the standpoint not only 
of the bourgeois liberals but also' of the black 
middle class. The SL's capitulation to this layer, at 
the expense of the black masses, is of a piece with a 
broader capitUlation. The Spartaeist League's 
underlying belief that capitalism is capable of 
granting systematic reforms is just one reflection of 
the fact that the SL politically capitulates to and 
represents the interests· of the liberal wing of the 
,labor ;bureaucracy. ' ' " 

If this appesrs far fetched, a look at the SL'8 
position in immigration should eliminate doubts. 

HAlvolutionmy Marxists do not advocate levelling the hospitals, etc., means for blacks doubt this? 
down as the road to equality. Shall the U.S. workers To pose integration as strengthening the basi~ for 
accept reduced wages in order to be equal with the a united class-struggle at precisely the moment 

. workers of the underdeveloped countries?· Should when capitalism is demonstrating its inability to 
employed workers accept.wage cuts.to enable the provide the black masses with decent jobs, homes, 
capitalists Jo employ unemployed workers? This is etc., let,alone.~.,t;egrating them, is saying that the 
the bourgeois way, of thinking. road to freedom lies through the struggle for 

Nobody should attend the ghetto schools'if they inte~ation. It is telling-'the black workers that they 
do not want to. If all the workers wish to send their shoUld struggle first for integration and then for· 
children to the middle and upper class suburban socialism. This is nothing but a miserable~4!should fool no one). 

Nazis demonstrate for "White Power" in Boston. Bl..cks an" .alI advanced workers 
",,,storguuze to 8""".h Nazi threat. 
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While cIaimingto be against .H.qJdaHy 
nationally discriminatory immigration law!!," 
SL comes out in dllfense pi the' "tigbt"· -ol,aIl 
imperialist'state to limit immigration. A~ding to 
the SL, ullrestricl;(;d inunigration could "wipe 
the national identity of tperecipicnt, countrit;lll" 
(Workers Vanguar:d, Jl;imlal'y 18, 19741. Th~ 'SL 
thus defends the "national identi ty" of the United· 
States (the use of Belgium and Holland as examples 

This "hational identity" is the national and I'~jciaR 
composition of the U.S. popu· 
lation as it has been erea.ted by 
years of discriminatory immi" 
gration policies. It in the 
"national identity" as created 
and defined by imperialism. 
The SL position iBiWthing but 
a capitUla tion to national 
chauvinism and racism which 
has served to divide the 
international working 
and delay the socialist revolu
tion. 

Bu t this disgraceful perfor
mance is not over. Note their 
position on the question of the 
"illegals" who daily cross the 
U.S.-Mexican border illegally 
in search of jobs and better 
living conditions in the United 
States. The SL argues that 
"an 'open' U.S.-Mexico border 
would .•. induce impover
ished Mexican laborers to 

. flood the U . B. la hoI' ' market, 
becoming an unprotected pool 
for capitalist superexpoita
tion"(Workers Vanguaro Jan. 

18,1974). The SL appears here to be concerned with 
all the workers. In fact, it is concerned only with the 
U.S. workers. The "impoverished Mexican labor
ers" are already unprotected from capitalist 
exploitation, and at the hands of U.S. capitalism at 
that. 

What the 81, is saying is t;hat the workers should 
starve in Mexi"" not in the United States. Stay and 
rot in Mexico so as to "protect" the job~; and wages 
of U.S. workers! This is the content of this position. 
And what is this if it is not the platform of the labor 
bureaucracy which seeks to protect their jobs by 
tying the O.S. workers to the U.S. bourgeoisie and 
dividing them from the rest of the international 
working class. This is the program of the liberal, 
pro·imperialist, pro·protectionist sectors of the 
labor bureaucracy whose positions are enhanced by 
the strength of U.s. imperialism and who 
themselves are directly tied to the liberal wing of 
the bourgeoisie. 

The Marxist program emphasizes the right of 
Mexican and other oppressed workers to go where 
they please. H is unalterably opposed to any 
restrictions of this right created by imperialism in 
order to divide the working class. In the context of 
defending this right, revolutionary Marxists warn 
that moving' all the oppressed workers to the 
imperialist nations is both impossible and 
solution even if it were. 

It is here that we Come full circle. The Spartacist 
. League line on husing is basically the same as that 
of the liberal wing of the labor bureaucracy, with 
one exception the SL opposes the call for the 
intervention of U.S. troops in Boston. But this 
latter is absolutely essential to the SL's particular 
centrist character, since without it, the line of the 
Spartacist League and the line of the liberal labor 
bureaucrats would be id.entical. 

It is therefore no surprise that despite the SL's 
talk about the Transitional Program,. when it comes 
to practice, this program goes right out the window. 
The SL advances the bourgeois program as the 
center of its agitation in Boston, while it mentions 
the transitional demands only as tack-on after
thoughts. This tack-on cover is characteristic of 
centrism: a revolutionary gloss covering a reformist 
essence. In reality. the need to fight for the class 
independence of the proletariat is ignored. The fight 
for class ,unity, is: jettisoned in the interests of an 
alliance with the bourgeoisie. The struggle for 
socialism is subordinated to the struggle for 
bourgeois integrationism. 

http:struggle.lt
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By Chris Hudson 	 "was inconsistent with the world view 
of Trotskyism." In reality, Brecht 

Eager to snatch up even the dirtiest shut her mouth about this insight for
stick with which to beat the Revo two solid months, and when accused of
iutionary Socialist League, the Spar secretly reconsidering or changing her 
tacist League devotes over a page of View in December, lied that she "was 
the September 13 issue of its. paper, not and had not." 
Workers Vanguard, to an attack on In sum, the group which now calls 
the RSL by "Truth," a' group rernntIy itself "Truth" concealed its politics as 
expelled from the League for entrism long as its leaders held positions of
and aisloyalty. In its own introduc power in the RSL, revealed them only
tion, Workers Vanguard completely when forced to do so, and even now 
suppresses any mention of its numer cannot tell the truth about its own 
ous political disagreements with origins.
"Truth." This from a paper which 
regularly bemoans the "opportunist CYNICAL, BUT SO WHAT? 
appetites" of othel"§)

As' explained in The Torch No. 14,' The Spartacist League knew all this 
the group which subsequently dubbed before it printed the statement of 
itself "Truth" was an entrist cnque, a "Truth." WorkcF§ V81111guard has 
product of petty-bourgeois demorali- already called Kevin Tracey, ideolo
zation which substitutes apolitical logical leader of the group, "cynical" 
maneuvering and "base-building" for (WV, Feb. 1, 1974), and its introduc
honest political struggle. The leaders tion to the "Truth" statement admits 
of "Truth," Kevin. Tracey and Mar- gingerly that it is "quite conceivable 
garet Brecht, put.together a following.. t.!I!l! the RSL leadership's charges," 
-six members of the RSL's Chicago i.e., that the group "are unprincipled 
branch and one member of the Detroit maneuverers and cliquists, are true," 
branch-consisting ",lith one excep- But, claims the SL, expulsion.on such 
tion of Brecht's long-time personal charges is unprincipled, a "smoke
following and their close personal screen to obscure the programmatic 
associates. These principled fighters issues," which are "decisive." 
attempted to maintain themselves in This is pretty rich, coming from a 
positions ofj>ower in the League while group which forces out its opposition
concealing their real political views. ists (Trager, Cunningham) without 

Brecht and Tracey, who were later formal charges. But in any case, no 
to call themselves the "Soviet Defen- better refutation of the SL's formalism 
sist Minority," concealed their politics can be found than Trotsky's discus
and the evolution of their politics from sion of 1931 on a similar cliquist 
:be RSL Political Committee, of which grouping. Siguificantly, this friendly 
they were members. At the League's admonition was addressed to ... Max 
founding convention, when he was in Shachtman, who apparently voiced 
the leadership, Tracey mildly termed formalistic scruples similar to those of 
the state-capitalist position..in the the SL: 
basic political resolution a "few traces It is obvious that decisions must be 
of an incorrect political. line." His 3lrrived at accordin.g to the prHn.cipled lines 
actual view, that the state-capitalist o! tile different tendencies .... But this 
position is "in essence" a capitulation criterion must not be conceived pedallt· 

ically and so formalisticaUy...• Judgmentto U.S. imperialism, he revealed only 
must be based on the fact that it is an seven months later, after he learned he altogether "nprincipled clique ... which 

was to be expelled. does not take ideas seriously, and. with 
whom we must wat{:h not iheilr theses but 

SYCOPHANTS thei, fingers.... The l'co)grams, the 
theses, the principh~H, an~ higbly imporBrecht and made no attempt 
tant when they n~plfeseJ!11t a 	 reality.to correspond loyal 	 League 
However, when they arc only an adornmembers holding the Soviet defensist ment and a mask lor clique struggle, then

position, but did communicate secret they must he hooted aside in order to
ly with Brecht's sycophants-all of uncover the gentlemen concerned and 
whom announced "reconsideration" of represent them in natur.a. (Writings, 
the Russian Question within 24 hours 1930·31, p. 2:39 . , 
of Brecht's announced change of 

DIFFERENCES HIDDENposition. Ever then, Brecht and 
Tracey refused lo fight for their views, Aside from the fact that their 
refusing several challenges to debate pedantry and formalism shows' they 
0" present their viewpoint.-Bnly after have not read Trotsky, if the SL took 
nearly two months, when already their preaching about "programmatic 
faced with expulsion as a disloyal issues" seriously, they would state 
clique, did they put forward as a their differences with "Truth." Cer
factionGI platform a laundry list ·of tainly it would be hard to imagine 
"positions" virtually none of which another tendency coming on th!! 
they had ever raised before. political scene with the views of 

Once outside the League, Brecht "Truth" and not earning a hostile 
Trncey concocted - a statement to blast from WV instead of a coy 
explain away their badrroom maneu simper. For example: 
v~; This is the statement reprinted The fact that Tracey supported 
by Workers Vanguard. Portraying a -the Arab states in the Middle Eastern 
political fight they never waged war, "a war between imperialism and 
Brecht-Tracey write that "the struggl~ the backward countries" (Tracey, 
began at the January 1974 (actually "Resolution on the Middle Eastern 
December 1973) meeting of the' CC"· War," adopted: by RSL Central 

in blood in their efforts towhern several meml:ers concluded that Committee, Dec. 1973), is not men
the resolution on state-capitalism tioned by WV, which wrote that "the 

working masses can have no stake in 
the victory of either side in this 
reactionary war" (Oct. 12, 1973). Nor 
does WV mention Tracey's character
ization of the defeatist position held 
by the SL as "Shachtmanite" and "an 
accom,IDodation to American imperial
ism. t ' 

The "Truth" group's position of 
supporting Mitterand on the first 
"I>uIDld in the recent French ejections, 
and its view that "those who 
advocated abstention in the election 
are playing the role of scabs on the 
movement of the French proletariat" 
(DecIMation of Faction ofthe Trotsky· 
ist Tendency), are not mentioned by 
WV, which held the position attacked 
by the "Truth" group and called 
"Tmth's" position, when raised by the 
OCI, "a qualitative betrayal of Trot
skyism" (April 26, 1974). 

Numerous other differences, from 
the Proletarian Military Policy which 
the SL ridicules and "Truth" supports 
("Their Army and Ours," Truth No.1) 
to the burning question of surrealism, 
are not mentioned. 

RUSSIAN {.lUESTION 

And to t.op it off, the differences 
hetween the SL and "Truth" on the 
Russian Question are swept under the 
rug! To the SL, th(~ explanation for the 
formation of "deformed workers' 
states" in Cuba, China and elsewhere 
is that the petty-bourgeois led move· 
ment "on its own momentum smashes 
capitalist property relations. 
(Spru-tacist No.6, June-July 1966, re
stated in WV, July 19, 1974). To 
Tracey this was the essence' of the 
SL's Pabloism. "All the deformed 
workers' states owe their existence not 
to .. the 'revolutionary' petty bour· 
geoisie, but to the continued existence 
of the (Russian) workers' state," 
based on the "dominant force" of 
Russia in these countries ("In Defense 
of October," April 1974). 

Workers Vanguard mentions 

of this, thougb· it has been 


We mourn the death of Miguel 
Enriquez, General Secretary of the 
Chilean MIR (Movement of the 
Revolutionary Left), llmrden~d by the 
bestial regime of General Pinochet and 
his military junta. Comrade Enriquez 
died as he had lived, heroically. 
Together with his companion, Com
rade Carmen Castillo, Enriquez resist 
ed the brutal assault by the paid 
murderers dispatched by the regime. 
After two hours, Enriquez fell, ma
chine gun still in hand. Comrade 
Castillo, seven months pregnant and 
sorely wounded, was arrested and cast 
into the prisons of the Chilean 
butchers. 

In September of.1973, the Chilean 
proletariat suffered aserious defeat at 
the hands of. Pinochet and his 
iAm.eriean backers., Silnce then the 
forces' of reaction have hathed·the 

acquainted with the views of 'l'racey 

. fo~' mo~e than tw~ r~anJ. '" in fa.~t 


rruses Just one (:ntl<:lsm fruth : 

that hack in 1972 Tracey's "worker
ism" led him to "reject the possibility 
of fusing with the SL despite substan
tial programmatic agreement." Even 
this implies that there'is "substllntin! 
programmatic agreement" today. 

ROTTEN BLOC 

Th" hallmark of centrism an un
principled combinationism. The SL 
has no respect for the "Truth" clique 
or its leaders. But they are willing to 
make an unprincipled bloc with them 
to use them as a club. 

There is a political logic to this 
hlatant opportunism. The SL is 
rl"qn.pr,';" for slanders to use against 

The SL's lack of understand
ing of the economic crisis has been 
exposed in a debate which smashed 
their petty-bourgeois theories (see 
articles in The Torch No. 16 and in this 
issue). The SL's "theory" of the 
Stalinist states reveals itseH as an 
eclectic hash; once the SL goes beyond 
repeating formulas ahout "proletarian 
property relations" tries to 
explain the creation of these relations 
by the petty bourgeoisie, its" theory" 
drags it toward open ,Pabloism. 
(About this Tracey was not wrong!) 

The SL and "Truth" each hnve no 
grasp of Leninism. Each 	 reaches 
certain formally correct positions (the 
pro-/uab stand of "Tmth," the SL's 
refusal to back Mitterand's 	Popular 
Front) while capitulating to the bour
geoisie in the next breath ("Truth's" 
support of Mitterand, the SL's Middle 
East defeatism). Thus there is a 
certain logic in their unprincipled 
embrace. Above all, the SL in it.., 
theoretical poverty must reach for 
gossip and slander against the RSL as 
a substitute for theoretical 	combat. 
For this purpose, the pathetic concoc
tions of a clique for which 	the SL 
otherwise has no respect serves them 
well. 

wipe out resistance to the sway of 
capitalism and imperialism. Despite 
systematic torture and repression, 
they have not succeede<l. 'ill' smashing 
the revolutionary aspirations of the 
masses. Throughout the world, the 
proletariat is peginnirlg to inarch:anew 
against t.he fanner repreSl!1iollll,,01~slJifl-
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driven down in Socialist Workers' Party of Germany, . 
just a'few years to claimed to represent tile way o,t of the 
far below half catastrophe that f!l~!i Get'many: 
what they had neither capitalism .nor communism, 
been; These at· but "national socialism." 
tacks continued And they carne on as the party of
until the. end. of "the little guy," caught between the
the fascist ree capitalists and the workers who was
gimes. Fascism sick of being pushed around by the
also represents the rich and the communists. Th'fy
centralization of claimed they would break up the
capi tal in the monster corporations and the hig 

fascism and 

. By 

Big Business hands of the big landholdings: "A hundred thousand 
capitalists based independent cohhlers are worth more
in heavy industry, to the economy of the people and the 
Small business· state than five giant shoe factories." 
men are ruthlesslyDaniel Guerin; (p. 86) And, addressing mainly those 
sacrificed to theMonad Press, N.Y., who didn't have the social position to
big; even the big'1939, 1973; $3.25 transform the society, they appealed 

Reviewed by Darryl Clark 

The re-publication of Daniel~Guer. 
in's book Fascism and Big-Busmess is 
timely. The worldwide capitalist crisis 
and the growing class struggle once 
again make the threat of fascism an 
urgen~ one. It is late, rather than 
early. for revolutionaries to prepare 
themselves to deal with it. 

Guerin's book, originally written in 
eh", mid-'3.0:s, studies fascism. by 
concentrating on what MussoIliil's 
Italy and Hitler's Germany had in 
common. It is a thoroughly doeu-. 
fuented stDrehouse of information 
about wha: fascism says and what it 
does-:wo very differ~nt things. We 
can use tn]s hook. It's major weakness 
is that it doesn't explain clearly and 
concretely what we have to do to stop 
fascism. 

CRUSH WORKERS 

G1:erin eXDlains how fascism 'leads 
the attempc of capitalism to save itself 
from it~ own crisis by crushing the 
working class. For all its mystical 
rhetoric, fascism is really built around 
slashes it: wages, terrible cuts in the 
standard of living and the total 
destruction ·of all working class 
resistance, especially the trade unions 
and revolutionary organizations. In 
both Germany and Italy, as Guerin 
shows in d€tail, wages were 

ution and war spawned by capitalism. 
The Chilean working class has demon· 
strated that despite its temporary 
defeat, it will not be the last in line in 
the struggle for a humane and 
communist world. 

Miguel Enriquez symbolized the 
revolutionary dedication and aspira· 
tion of the Chilean proletariat. His 
steadfastness in life was demonstrated 
by his unwillingness to leave Chile 
after the coup. His steadfastness in 
fighting his' murderers l;l€eds no 
further mention. Both in Iije"and death 
Comrade Enriquez symbolized the 
tenacity of the masses and their will to 
fight on in the face of barbarism. 

In mourning the death of Comrade 
Enriquez, we in no way retract our 
judgment that the false policy of the 
MIR was itself one of the causes of the 
defeat of the Chilean proletariat. The 
MIR under Comrade Enriquez made a 
fundamental error in its political 
support to the Allende regime. Allen
de'S'cl8irrutnatithiJJll()1~Fgeoi8 state: and 
the bir:mrgel!lis'!\l"ffi)'iloOll)Jdj be im'allym 

capitalists in light 
industry suffer 
when wages a.rc 
slashed so far that 
demand for their 

products is cut. The central dynamic 
of capitalism-accumulation for the 
sake of accumulation, production for 
the sake of production-is carried out 
with a vengeance. 

1lilt in spite of all that the state can 
do to re~cue the system, the contr
dictions of capitalism cannot he 
suppressed. And so fascism docs not 
relieve capitalism from the drive 
toward world war. Instead, it plunges 
the capitalist system into war with 
even more- ferocity. 

UES 

Fascism does not win power by 
telling people what it is; the fascists 
lie about what they represent and 
what they will do. They appeal to 
desperate people, who see no way out 
as society seems to be falling apart 
around them, and who finally decide to 
trv the fascist answer. 

'Guerin tells us in detail how fascism 
is able to hring these desperate people 
to itself-especially the middle classes 
and the lumpen proletariat. He shows 
how the fascists pretend to be 
anti-capitalists, even claim to he the 
only true socialists: "We young 
Germans of the war generation. we 
National Socialist revolutionists, we 
ardent socialists, are waging the fight 
against capitalism and imperialism 
incarnated in the Versailles 
Treaty ... " (Guerin, p, 79). The 
Nazis, under the name of the National 

the- workers seriously disarmed the 
masses. One Lragic consequence, and 
not a "small one, is 'the death of 
Enriquez. Despite errors, Enriquez 
remained a sincere revolutionary and a 
martyr in the cause of humanity. 
Th~ ultimate responsibility for the 

murder of Enriquez lies in the hands of 
American imoerialism. Pinochet and 
his ilk are rea'!!y only tentacles of this 
octopus which is attempting to 
strangle the world. We would have 
learned nothing from the mass repres· 
sion in Chile, nothing from the murder 
of Enriquez, if we didn't scream from 
the rooftops, "What is hap:;>ening in 
Chile will happen here . . . unless the 
working class rises up in time to 
prevent it." When American workers 
march against growing unemploy
ment, rampant inflation, brutal racial 
discrimination and against the threat 
of even worse conditions, they willftpd 
their overseas comrades already·iii the 
front lines. Inspiring them all will- be 
the memolJ'l.of csuch JmenJ as . MigueL 
Enriquez. ' , ; , ' { .. " , 

to an irrational. mystical faith in n 
Leader, 

On this program, which t1J('Y 
betrayed completely as soon as they 
captured the state, the fascists built 
the machine that took power. But they 
succeeded only because there was no 
revolutionary proletarian leadership to 
smash them, because of the betrayal of 
the Social Democratic and Stalinist 
leaderships. 

It is the discus

sion of the strug

gle between ~e 


fascists and the 

working class and 

its leadership that 

Guerin falters in. 

He goes only half

way. Nevertheless, 

what he tells us is 

worth something. 


He descrihes the 
street·fighting 
tactics of the fas
cisLs and their 
strategy of demor
alizing and terror· 
izing the 
He describes 
failure of the So
cial Democrat and 
the Communist i(,Dlders to offer real 
resistance. and how they steered their 
followers into futile attempts to get 
the capitalist. sCaLe to stop the fascist.s, 
or somehow t.o overcome their guns 
and clubs with solidarity at the voting 
booth. And he demonstrates how 
manv workers were reluctant or 
unwilling to follow this losing, passive 
strategy- the Rame strategy that led 
to disaster in Chile, 

WORKERS' IiESISTANCE 

In Italy. for instance, in spite of the 
scornful sneers of these "leaders," 
workers organized and armed them· 
selves as the "Arditi del Popplo." 
". , . On the rafe occasions when the 
anti·fascists offered an organized 
resistance to fascism, they temporar
ily got the upper hand. For inst.ance, 
in Parma, in August, 1922, the 
working class population successfully 
checked a fascist attack in spite of the 
concentration of several thousand 
militiamen 'because the defense was 
organized in accordance with military 
methods' under the direction of the 
Arditi del Popplo." The temporary 
successes of these attempts at resis
tance provide just a hint of what could 
have been done with a resolute, 
political leadership-the leadership of 
a revolutionary party, 

This is where Guerin stops. After 
IlolIiltirllll tJleJ r<l~den ,in, the generally' 
ClOrrect' ,dir~etion' 'flnd" nudging' him' 
with a hint or two, Guerin fails to draw 

the necessary conclusions clearly and 
concl'Elteiy: that the . .workers must 
defend thems(~lves with arD;lS and 
organization; that the resolute kadeJ" 
ship of a revolutionary party 
necessary. 

,TROTSKY 

Leon Trotsky did lIot confine 
himself to such hints and nudges. In 
Whither Fmnce, at about the ~ame 
time as Guerin's book, Trotsky posed 
the tasks of r('volutionarics 
enormous concreLenp~;s. HThe dut,y of 
a r~volutionary party," Trotsky 
wrote, "is to foresee in tjnH~ the 
inescapahility of the transformation of 
politics in(.o open armed conflict, and 
with all its forces to prepare for t.hat 
nlo[nenL just as the ruling classes are 
preparing. 

"The rnilltia d('f,achments for 
fense against Fas('isTll are the 
st.ep of the road t.o t.he arming of 
proletariat, noL the last. Our Sl()~all is: 

Arm t.he proletariat and the revolu
tionary peasants." 

Guerin also never discusses the 
central, tactical weapon of the revolu
tionary proletariat. in the fight against. 
fascism, the unit.ed front. During til(' 

Stormtroopers march on headquarters of Die note Fabne, (;erm.rm 
Communist Party lilIew8paper. Stalini6t ]eaderahip refused to Hglht 
for united workiJrng d.mRS front against fascism.. 

entire decade of the '30's, Trotsky 
repeated that. t.he Bolshevik·Leninist.s 
must press the different working-class 
contingents led hy the Stalinists, 
Social Democrat.s, Anarchists, etc., to 
unit.e against fascism. At. the same 
time the revolutionaries might. fight 
for the revolutionary program, since 
the only way to fully defeat fascism is 
through the socialist. revolution. 
Guerin, who in the ';HJ's was one of Uc 
numerous sympathizers of Trotsky 
who refused to wage Lhe fight against 
centrist misleaaerships, consequently 
fails to explain the crucial united front 
tactic. 

In spite of its weaknesses, Fascism 
and Big Business is a valuable hook:
It can help us understand our enemy, 
and plan the fight against it. With this 
hook we can understand better the 
uneven attitude of t.he ruling class 
Loward fascism and attempt to Zlse 

their temporary disagreements, We 
can understand how fa'scism wins 
people to its banner, how it manages' 
to sound like a populist revolt in the 
name of "the little guy,!' while really 
representing the most brutal attacks 
on workers by the hig capitalists. We 
need to understand these things, and 
warn the rest of the working class 
about them. And we have to lead the 
resistance against fascism, which 
means leading the struggle for social· 
ism. As Guerin himself says, "What is 
iPsl:i.sm. at (bottom, ,.but !tho d~t 
product of the' ·failure [to achieve 
socialism?" 

http:iPsl:i.sm
http:memolJ'l.of
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rt Four: 
he Struggle 

II lutionary 
BY DAVID FRANKLIN 

VVe have, up untiI'now, noted and described the 
super-oppression and super-exploitation of southern 
labor, hoth historically and in modern times. To the 
bourgeoisie, this is, of course, a delightful reality; 
capital incessantly aims at maximizing profi~s, at 
the expense of the working_class and any sectIOn of 

' 
But what of the workers? Undoubtedly, this 

arrangement has been a misery for them, as much 
as it has been a pleasure for the bourgeoisie. In the 
final analysis, then, why have southern workers 
traditionally "put up with this shit," or rather why 
were they unable to alter it? .This article will deal 
with tha~ question, by examining historically the 
sociai conditioning of southern workers, It--will also 

rnearl 
hO>ltiliti("( 

it. 

show how this 	 conditioning is being changed 1929: Massive Gastonia textile strike demonstrated revolutionary potential of Southern labor. 
radically, and the opportUnities' this presents for 
workers' struggles. And further, the importance of a 
revolutionary leadership in the South. 

OBSTACLES TO CLASS COI'iSCIOUSNESS 

The southern proletariat, between 1860 and 1940, 
despite many militant strnggles, was noted for its 
"passivity" relative to other sections of the class. 
The reasons for this are rooted in the over-all social 
conditions of the South; and though these reasons 
are categorized here, in concrete reality they are all 
JrJghly interrelated. 

One factor was "rural consciousness." Industry 
was cast in a primarily agrarian setting; from this it 
followed that the bulk of southern labor was at first 
recruited from the farms. As late as 1907, for 
example, almost 75 per cent of the women and 
children in southern textile mills had spent their 
childhood on the farms. The workers in general were 
subject to rural heritage and influence. 

This created a "rural consciousness," a highly 
individualistic social psychology among the work
ers. This individualism militated against the 
natural tendency towards unity in the workplace
and the necessity of collective action against thC' 
bosses. (That this social psychol.ogy was a product 
of the particular southern environment, rather than 
anything "innate" in southern workers, is .indicated 

the fact that southern migrants to urban 
formed a backbone for the organizing of 

the .) 
The move from farm to mine or to mill was seen 

by southerners as a step upwards from their 
p~evious mode of living, and this conception was a 
conservatizing force. This isn't hard to understand; 
for the small and landless farmers were subjected to 
a one-crop "lien 	system." Under this system, a 
farmer would pledge his crop, out of necessity, to a 
supply merchant, who in turn extended credit in the 
form of supplies 	to the farmer at an exorbitant 
interest rate. . 

As it worked out, the farmer would go' deeper and 
deeper into debt to the merchant. Further, he was 
impelled to plant cotton, the "cash crop," the result 
being the general overproduction of cotton, and the 
falling of cotton prices. This reinforced the farmer's 
plight. The general misery of farmers in the 
backward agricultural system of the region could 
make a mill boss appear to be as "philanthropic" as 
the latter liked to pose himself as being. 

In addition, the vast. amoullt of these pOOl' 
farmers in the region created an:excess supply 'of 
labor relative to demand, which tends to cut the 
working class's economic leverage.' 

Just in case the bosses would take on a bad image 
in the eyes of the workers, the formidable tool of 
racism was constantly wielded. Blacks, of COUf';!:, 

had been kept socially inferior to whites. This was 
not only in agriculture, but in industry as well. They 
were largely kept out of the latter, particularly 
textiles, and when employed, were kept in the worst 
jobs, in such places as sawmills and foundries. The 
inroads they had made into certain crafts had .heen 
eroded. The bourgeoisie used black oppression 
against white workers to exploit racial prejudices, 
and used the very real threat of hiring blacks (or 
something less than hiring with the convict lease 
system) if white workers forgot their place. 

On occasion, whites and blacks were able to unite 
in common interests. Perhaps the most famous 
example of this was the New Orleans General Strike 
of 1892. Black and white workers, under an inte 
grated leadership, brought the city to a virtual 
standstill, the strike ending in a partial victory. 
Another example is the insurrection of Tennessee 
coal miners in 1891 against the convict lease 
system. Armed miners freed hundreds of convicts 
who were to be used as scabs and gained a victory 
against the Tennessc'c Coal Mining Company. 

But if 1892 New Orleans showed an example of 
racial harmony, 1894 New Orleans saw a race riot 
over the hi;ing of blacks to replace white 
dockworkers. The bosses were overall quite 
successful in using racism to keep white workers in 
their place, and blacks in theirs (furtlwr down). to 
the detriment of both. 

If a racial alliance could not be solidified, neither 
could an on-going alliance between "town and 
country" -- the workers and farmers-be had. 
Though the farmers at time,s exhibited violent social 
opposition to the bourgeoisie, by themselves they 
were incapable of fundamentally altering condi
tions; they needed an alliance with the urban 
working class. And it was precisely this that was 
missing in the greatest agrarian uprising of the 
period-the Populist rebellion. Without the "hook 
up" to the workers, the rebellion failed, and the 
disillusioned white farmers turned against the 
blacks-aiding in the latter's disfranchisement and 
the establishment of Jim·Crow segregation. 

CRISIS OF LEADERSHIP 

But the failure of proletarian struggles in the 
South simply can't i>e chalked IIp to "objective ' . 
conditions," or the alleged "passivity" of southern 
workers. On many occasions workers proved to be 

extremely militant, to unite across mlor lines and 
with farmers against the common class enemy. 

This fight against the hemses expressed itself in a 
number of ways-the Gastonia, N.C., strike of 
1929; PopulisJ~'; the organizing drives of the 
Knights of Labor; 1892 New Orleans, etc. Many 
other examples would bave to be added to make the 
list complete. And the exact aims of each struggle 
varied. But they all had something in common-the 
lack of a revolutionary leadership. 

A revolutionary leadership would have realized 
that the fight couldn't'be won simply in the South; 
victory would require a conscious decision to smash 
the en'tire capitalist system, and the formulation of 
a correct program to meet that end. If the system 
were not overthrown, then the general under
development of the South would continue, with all 
the attendant poverty and misery. 

This in turn would (and did) set severe limitations 
on the various black-white worker-farmer alliances 
that did occur. U('~pite temporary alliances, the 
very real problem of who would get the meager 
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Cl'umbs, among the bla~kand ~;h;t~ wo;k~;s-and 
fan;n~rs, feIllained;and this economic competition 
mhlbltedany chances for long-term social alliance 
Iii addition, racism could only be thoroughl; 
smashed by sma~hing the social-capitafist- base 
for it. The cont~ued eXistence of capital meant that 
racism was co~stantly: whipped rip to divide the 
blacks and whites. . . 

Further, the defeat of tnese movements didn''t' 
simply mean that these alliances "faded"; rather 
the old hostilities were revived (with blaCks of 
course bearing the brunt of. renewed antagonisms). 
Tom Watson, for example, was a leader in' the 
Populist rebellion, and saw the need in the abstract 
for black and white unity. But with the failure of 
Populism, the questions were posed as to who was 
going to get the crumbs from the same old system, 
and who was to blame for the defeat. Watson 
decided against the blacks in the former, and 
hlamed them in the latter; he subsequently became 
an ardent champion of racism and the denial of 
black rights. 

That a revolutionary leadership did not exist in 
the struggles guaranteed the continuation of the 
"same old crap" and the defeat of the heroic 
struggles that did emerge. 

The "modernization" of the South, while 
providing a field day for capital, has nevertheless 
opened up some powerful opportlIDities for the 
working class. Many of the traditional obstacles to 
a powerful southern labor movement have been or 
are in the process of withering awav. 

Urbanization and the general grow'th of industry 
has meant the growth of a working class that has an 
"industrial heritage," as opposed to a rural one. 
Undoubtedly, plants still exist and are built in small 
towns. notably in the textile and apparel industry. 
But the "paternalistic" mill village,' the "company 
town," is becoming outdated, when one observes 
the industrial centers of Atlanta, Charlotte, 
Birmingham, etc. In general, the objective basis 
for the individualist, self-defeating "rural conscious
ness" of southern workers is being eroded. " 

The rapid industrial expansion has also meant 

increased leverage for workers in the labor market· 

the dema.nd for lahor has risen relative to supply. T~ 

be sure, m many rural areas, poor southerners are 

still. scrambling for a few crummy jobs. But in the 

South as a whole, there is more self-confidence 

?mong workers, less of a tendency to grab onto any 

Job tnat comes along. Textile management, for 

example, has complained about the inability in 

many areas to attract new workers: "For every 

worker we've got, we have another job we'd like to 

fill," says the chairman and President of Cone Mills 

Louis S. Morris. in the March 2 issue of Bus;",es~ 

WeeT!L 


BLACK WORKERS 

Closely related to the last phenomenon is the 

growth of a large black proletariat in the region; 

industrialization has enabled blacks to enter the 

factories from which they had previously been 

excluded. Again, in line with their general 

oppression, they have been kept in the crummiest, 

worst-paying jobs. This has important implications 

for the future: due to their special oppression, black 

workers tend to be the most militant and advanced 


-portions of the class. - And their militancy has· 
already had marked positive value. 

Oneita is one obvious example of this. Another 

LOS DESPIDOS 
De la p. 20 

no !levarlo a cabo. Al contrario, s610 
subraya el hecho de que los obreros· 
tienen que organizar la producci6n 
ellos mismos, de que hace falta la 
nacionalizaci6n de la industria auto
motriz bajo el control de los obreros. 

Los despidos que afectan hoy a la 
industria automotriz son ias primeras 
salvas de un canoneo masivo, de un 
ataque frontal contra toda la clase 
obrera. La depresi6n de la industria 
automotriz ya se esta sintiEllldb en 
ottos'Sector€'s, y "los' ooreros 'esren 
siendo echado's de sus empleos en 
muchas industrias. EI UAW, .que 

actualmente es el sindicato mas 
afedado, debe tomar la iniciativa (;1 

coordinar la respuesta de toda la clase 
obrera. EI congreso de emergencia del 
UAWes esencial, pero este congreso 
debe ver como una de sus tareas 
~principales la organizaci6n de un 
congreso nacional del trabaj 0 y de los 
oprimidos para reunir a todos los 
sectores de ,a clase obrera, tanto los 
organizados como los no-organizados, 
los empleados y los desempleados, 
para llevar a cabo una lucha unida 
contra el ataque capitalista. 

Como un pasp hacia .ese congreso, 
los! milita:llt~s debe". ~",iii- ,Ia ,cponii;
nacion inmetliata de los varios sindi
catos afectados pol' los despidos en la 
industria automotriz. Los militantes 

-4lvolves the struggle of workers of the broiler" 
chicken industry. in. Forest, Mississippi. In the 
19~O's, the poultry plants were overwhelmingly 
white-and all were unorganized. With the entry' of 
blacks, the class struggle has been sharpened, with 
one of t.he results lreing the organization of unions in 
three of Forest's plants. 

Still another example is the strike at Mead 
Packing in Atlanta during the summer of 1972. 
Though only partially successful, this strike for 
union recognition and an end to racial discrimina
tion. was overwhelmingly composed of blacks, with 
one of the strike leaderships being the Maoist 
October League. No, the OL isn't revolutionary 
despite what its members say or think, and Maois~ 
can only lead workers ultimately to defeat. But the 
fact that Mead workers would follow a self-pro
claimed Marxist leadership points to a creation of 
the situation where black workers will be in the 
vanguard ofa united southern proletariat in a final 
victory against their mill bOHses. 

1972: Blacks take the lead ill IInited "trllggle agaillst 
Mead Corp. ill Atlanta 

That is, they wiu he, given corred-revolutionary 
--leadership. And that is exactly what is missing in 
a region where workers are more and more getting 
fed up with their super-oppression and exploitation. 
The current, reformist leaders offer no real 
solutions. We have already seen how the Textile 
Workers Union's policies militate against its own 
limited goals of trade unionism; their cowardly 
methods of plant-by-plant organizing, avoiding the 
big companies; their dependence 011 the bourgeois 
state to grant concessiol1s; their inability to grasp 
and fight the capitalist base for racial divisiol1s 
among the workers. 

Lead~rs ..of much stronger unions, such as the 
U A W, don't exactly have the same problems. But 
they, too, accept capitalism, and its products-

en el UAW dehen exigir la cOOl'dina
ci6n con el sindieato de trabajadores 
de la industria hulera (United Rubber 
Workers- URW), ya que la industria 
de !lantas ya esta entrando en declive 
por lasbajas en 1a industria auto
motriz. Los militantes en el URW 
deben presionar poll' el mismo fin. 

En la agenda del Congreso del 
Trabajo y los Oprimidos estaria el 
lanzar un partido obrero revolucio
nario para luchar pOI' los intereses de 
la dase obrera. EI proietariado no 
puede aceptar la· miseria" que el 
capitalismo Ie ofrece-tiene que res

..pp~der, COl) s~ prppio partido polltico 
independfente' que arranque e1 pbd~i 
de las manos de los capitalistas y 10 
coloque firmemente en manos de un 
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,¥"lH,:ihl, sQxu!,lr'national oppressioll ... and regiollal 
oppression.. To fight for equality for southern 
workers. will mean a fight against these hacks, as 
well as the capitalists they serve. 

Only a revolutionary leadership..·- a leadership 
that understands the Permanent"Revolution and its 
practical applications-can guide southern workers 
to final victory: But"undcrstanding"thGPerl; 
manent Revolution is not enough. It must be 
conveyed to southern workers in a manner that wi!.! 
mobilize them for a conscious onslaught against 
southern capitalism. 

TUANSI'Jl'IONAL PROGRAM 

The method for mobilization means a "tranllition
al approach," one based upon Leon Trotsky's 
Transitional Program as the appropriate program 
for an epoch in which the proletariat is t.h(l onl) 
class capable of solving fundamental democratic 
tasks; and one which connects the reform and 
democratie desires of the workers to the need for 
revolution to fulfill Lhese det;;n's. 

Transitional demands and slogans, gmred to 
southern workers, must address themselves to the 
particular conditions of southern capitalism. These 
must include: 

Equal Pay for Equal Work-Abo!i"h the 
Southern Wage Differential; Abolish nacial Dis" 
crimination. Southern workers, particularly blaek 
workers, must not be forced to pay for capitalism's 
sickness. 

Organize the Unmgan;zed; Abolish the Rjl~ht to 
Work Laws and Other Anti·Labo,. Legislati"". 
Southern workers should have the elemental 
democratic right of self-organization. 

End the Runaway Shop. Workers from wgions 
outside the South must also be protected from the 
super·oppression of southern capitalism. 

A Sliding Scale of Wages and Hours. This means 
to divide the available work among the available 
workers, with no cut in pay, and leading to johs for 
all. This demand, like racial equality, must be at the 
expense of the hosses, and not at the expense of any 
of the workers. 

For a Workers' Militia. To dcf,'nd the workers in 
their harsh struggle agaimt their exploitation and 
oppression. 

IUWOLUTION 

But these demands can't be "len by themselves"; 
capitalism will not permit wage equality; it will not 
allow for any thoroughgoing organizing of southern 
workers; the bosses arc unahle to pay the price for 
the rottenness of their system. The demands raised 
must be connected with a revolutionary solution. 
Therefore, the following demands must also be 
posed: 

For a National Labor Party Based on a 
Revolutionary Socialist PlaUorm. 

For Natio"alizatiolrn of the Banks, Cor orations 
",,,I Large Farms umler Workers' Contr,,1, 

For a Workers' Government. 
And, what is essential, southern workers must 

know that the revolutionary solution to Uwir 
misery, and the misery of the workers in general, 
cannot be made merely on a national level., much 
less a "southern" one. It entails an ,,,ternatiolrn,,l 
rev"lution, under the guidance of an internatic..al 
rcvolutionary- Trotskyist-leadership. Thus, we 
must add the essential slogan, For the Rec""struc' 
HOD of the Fourth International. 

gobierno obrero. 
La crisis no esta en las fibs de los 

obreros. Las filas del UAW, y la clase 
ourera en general en Estados Unidos, 
tienen el poder para aplastar decisiva
mente el ataque de los capitalistas. Lo 
que hayes una crisis de liderato. Los 
rnilitantes deben comenzar a pres<mtar 
las proposiciones que se esbozan aquL 
Los obreros avanzados deben unirse a 
la Liga Socialista Revolucionaria en 
luchar pOll' el programa revolucionario 
propuesto aqui y en luchar pOll' el 
liderato que se necesita (In lugar de la 
burocracia corrompida--un liderato 
revolueionario en los sindic~osy para
la ci~se' obr~~a:' . ",' - s· i ' 
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